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From the Publisher
Prompt delivery of services in insurance – key to
customer satisfaction and business growth
“In business you get what you want by giving other
people what they want.”
- Alice Foote MacDougall
The essence of any service lies in its timely delivery
and insurance is no exception to this rule. Given the
fact that insurance is a mechanism of protection from risk of loss, the policyholder or claimant can
realize the benefit of insurance only if the insurance industry provides its services on time.
IRDAI, on its part, has drawn up a regulatory framework for policyholder protection, as well as grievance
Redressal, incorporating timelines therein for various services. The framework not only contains
procedure to be followed at the point of sale, proposal stage and policy servicing, claim settlement etc
but also the timelines that need to be adhered to at each stage. The framework also provides for penal
interest for delay in payment of claims. The Grievance Redressal Guidelines of 2010 outline the
mechanism for grievance redressal by insurers including timelines for acknowledgement and resolution.
Industry players, on their part, use Citizen’s charters, IT platforms, meetings with customers and field
level staff as also periodic Board level review of service delivery to help build and improve customer
service levels.
The IRDAI, apart from enforcing the Regulations/Guidelines, has also been making consistent efforts to
create awareness amongst the general public on customer service delivery systems that are in place.
‘Protection of Policyholders’ Interests’ being at the helm of its objectives, IRDAI would continue to
strive towards enhancing the quality of service by various stakeholders in the insurance industry. I do
hope that, with cooperation from all market players, we would be able to ensure better service to
policyholders.
I am pleased to find that the articles being published in the current issue have covered various aspects
of timely delivery of insurance services. Keeping in view the importance of corporate social responsibility,
the next issue of the Journal will focus on “Role of CSR Activities in Insurance Industry.”

T.S. Vijayan
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A take off from Curtain Raiser

Right to timely delivery of services
in insurance Business
Living upto the expecations of and Delivery of Services to Citizens/ Consumers are the hallmark of
Good Governance in progressive countries like ours. While such good practices in the past were
maintained through words of mouth and traditions etc, all such practices got codified- from getting a
ration card or a driving license to health insurance claims with provisions for Awards & Penalties by
Central & State Governments including Public dealing institutions in India. This is to ensure Accountability
& Transparency in functioning of private/ public institutions dealing with services to citizens/ consumers.
To this effect instruments like Citizens”s Charter, Grievance Handling Machinery & Awareness Campaign
are effective weapons both for the Service Providers as well as Service Recipients.

Insurance Industry is essentially a Service Industry where expectations of Consumers/ Policyholders
are ever increasing toward quality & quantity of Insurance Products available in the market. With
continuous product innovations coupled with improvement in Customer services, it has been the
endeavour both of the Insurers & the Regulator to codify time limit starting from Policy Purchase to
Settlement of Claims. Government as well as the Regulator ( IRDAI ) have taken a number of initiatives
to put in place machineries like Policyholder Protection Committee, & Insurance Ombudsman, besides
continuous Awareness programs to safeguard the interest of Policyholders towards timely receipt of
services. It is expected that the system in place with the use of Information Technology should ensure
Timely delivery of services to the Policyholders while helping towards orderly growth of Insurance
Penetration in the Country.

Consultant, Communication
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ISSUE FOCUS

A Core Competency
- ‘Delivered on Time, Every Time’
- Dr. Rohit Kumar

Introduction

diverse production skills and

content delivery platform and

T

integrate multiple technologies.

Google’s expertise in search

he Indian insurance industry

Such a Core Competency creates

algorithms.

is currently surrounded

sustainable competitive advantage

bysome

key

for a company and helps it branch

How

challenges like – trust deficit among

into a wide variety of related

Competency?

key stakeholders (e.g., insured,

markets. Core Competencies also

insurer, TPA’s, Providers, etc.), poor

contribute substantially to the

awareness on benefits of insurance,

benefits a company’s products offer

lack of trained manpower and

customers. Understanding Core

infrastructure, fraudulent behaviour

Competencies allows companies to

(both by insured and insurer), high

invest in the strengths that

regulatory expectations, lack of use

differentiate

of technology and bad media. All of

strategies that unify their entire

these challenges, to a larger extent

value is created through unique

organization.

capabilities

of

the

them

and

set

to

develop

a

Core

There are multiple actions that are
taken by insurance companies for
developing

their

Core

Competencies. A summary of key
actions are listed below:
•

could be addressed and transformed

Understanding how customer

into an opportunity by developing

Core competencies typically

‘delivered on time every time’ as a

comprise fundamental knowledge,

abilities for building and

Core Competency. DoT – ‘Delivered

ability or expertise in a specific

deploying unique capabilities

on Time’, is different from ‘Delivery

subject area or skill set (e.g., ability

on Time’. One is delivered and the

to deliver on time every time), allow

other may or may-not get delivered.

a business to reach a wide range of

•

•

Identifying key resources and

Converting unique capabilities
into organization wide strengths

markets, and cannot be easily
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A Core Competency is a deep
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replicated by competitors.

•

Developing unique capabilities

proficiency that enables a company

that

to deliver unique value to

Globally, companies with prominent

competitors to copy

customers.

an

core competencies include Apple's

organization’s collective learning,

It

embodies

design capabilities, Honda’s silent

particularly of how to coordinate

and fuel efficient engine, Netflix’s
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capabilities so that they are

•

sustainable in nature

Invent

new

product

and

processes to capture high
In

market share
•

able to gain competitive advantage.

Creating a strategic roadmap
that sets goals and yardsticks for

the

current

business

environment, there is an excellent
•

competence building

Enhance company’s image and

opportunities

build customer loyalty

companies to develop ‘Delivered on

for

insurance

Time Every Time’ as a Core
Collaborate with others (e.g.,

Design competitive positions and

Competency. There are three

suppliers, TPA’s, vendors, etc.)

strategies that capitalize on

reasons for the same. One,

to

company’s strengths

Insurance business is all about

further

build

the

•

organization’s strength in core
Insurance Companies and their

areas

Core Competencies
•

•

Focus, Focus and Focus

payment’, from ‘enrolment to
policy issuance’, from ‘life to

Communicate, Communicate
and Communicate

delivery, from ‘promise to claim

In the Indian context, it seems that

death’. Two, there is tremendous

there are few insurance players who

customer value added by following

are trying to build their core

the DoT every time approach.

competency in the areas of ‘product

Three, changing competitive

Companies use Core Competencies

development and distribution’,

landscape, business challenges and

to:

some are trying to build their core

high level of competition.

•

Set

and

communicate

management priorities to
employees
•

‘underwriting

and

claims

management’, there are others who
are also trying to develop core

Unify the company across

competencies in ‘managing risk and

business and functional units,

stakeholders’.

and improve the transfer of

company,

‘Delivered on Time Every Time’
could be a good and catchy tagline
to communicate its intent to timely
delivery of services but the real
challenge is to earn it.But before
companies should earn the respect

core competencies are. I am stating

of being known for delivering on

Use technology to integrate

this given my personal experience

time every time, let’s understand

business processes and helps in

of working and interacting with

why an insurance company should

delivery of services

senior officials of Insurance

follow this approach.

discuss,

how

insurance

Why to make ‘DoT Every Time’ as

Take decision on where to

Most of such insurance companies

allocate key resources (e.g.,

are either in the mid or lower rank

funds, manpower)

when compared to their peers and

Though, there are multiple reasons

lack insights and capabilities in

for considering ‘Delivered on Time

understanding and developing their

Every Time’ as a core competency

core competency. They fail to

for an insurance company, there are

understand that it is by developing

these five that stands out:

Make outsourcing, divestment
and partnering decisions

•

insurance

in India, who don’t know what their

companies over the last ten years.

•

an

we

them

•

For

There are also insurance companies

knowledge and skills among

•

competencies in the areas of

Identify pockets of innovation

core competencies and they will be
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1. As mentioned earlier, insurance

Product Design& Marketing:

is not completed on time

is all about delivery of services.

Given, in this stage, there are

leading to a dissatisfied and an

It’s a contract wherein one party

situations (during regulatory

irate customer. During this

is expected to deliver the

approvals) wherein there is a

stage, interactionsare also held

services to the other party in

request from the regulator to

with re-insurance companies

lieu of some consideration (e.g.,

provide certain additional

and it is advisable to provide

premium amount). Imagine if an

information on the product

delivered on time every time

insurance company is able to

specs. It is advisable to provide

service to the re-insurer as well

build an ability to deliver its

delivered on time every time

as this will help provide better

services on time every time,

service to the regulator. In

service to the customer.

what will it achieve? In addition

addition to this, the insurance

to winning the hearts of its

companies can also specify the

Services during Risk Coverage:

customers it’s going to increase

‘turnaround time’ of different

During this stage, there are

its competiveness in the

services that are being offered

multiple opportunities for an

market. It will be able to meet

to the customers.

insurance

service delivery. It will also be

Sales

Distribution:

delivering services on time

able to attract more customers,

Tremendous value may be

every time. The different kind

increase its market share and

created during the sales and

of services include – dispatch of

ultimately serve and exceed the

distribution stage. All the

policy kit, processing of

expectations

customer touch points like

endorsements (e.g., change in

meeting

taking

address, nominee details, age,

appointment with the customer

etc.), handing customer query,

2. The insurance value chain (Refer

for carrying out the need

handling customer grievances,

to Figure 1) suggest that there

assessment and explaining the

handling

are primary and support

terms and condition of the

investigation, sending renewal

activities that helps insurance

insurance policy, follow-up

notices, etc.

companies achieve customer

visits, answering to customer

value and business margins. A

queries, collection of KYC

3. In insurance sector, there are

close examination of the value

documents, etc. could be

multiple stakeholders (Refer to

chain indicates the different

delivered on time every time.

Figure 2). Out of these

of

the

shareholders.

and

and

of

stakeholders,

customer touch points (primary
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demonstrate their intent of

the regulatory expectations on
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companies

and

claims

the

and

key

activities) that are critical from

Underwriting

Risk

stakeholders are the customer,

a value perspective. These are

Transfer: This is one of the

employees, regulator (Insurance

pockets of opportunities, where

critical stages, wherein either

Development and Regulatory

an insurance company can

the risk is accepted, accepted

Authority), Intermediaries (e.g.,

create tremendous value by

with certain provisions or

Agents, Brokers and Third Party

ensuring delivered on time

rejected. There are situations

Administrators). One of the

every time. Some of these

wherein the services are not

common interest areas for all of

pockets and touch points are

delivered on time for example,

the

listed below:

in case of health insurance, pre-

stakeholders is linked to timely

policy medical check-up (PPMC)
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delivery of services. This

service delivery. In today’s world

company to create some kind of

interest is well served by

‘customer is the king’. It is

unique selling proposition.

developing a capability that

ultimately the customer who

Failing to do so willlead to price

helps achieve delivered on time

pay for the companies expenses

war and isnot advisable. By

every time.

in addition to serving the needs

working on the commitment and

of the shareholders (which is

an obsession to deliver on time

4. Increasing competition is one of

primarily profit making). With

every time could be a game

the key reasons that should

multiple insurance companies

changer.

motivate insurance companies

targeting the same customer, it

to develop and deploy core

is imperative for an insurance

5. Last but not the least, the

competency in the area of

reason why an insurance
company should make ‘DoT

Figure 1: Insurance Value Chain

Every

Time’

as

a

core

competency is that it’s not easy
to create and sustain. It is
because it is difficult to attain,

.,.y

it has its own competitive value

'

Firms Infrastructure
Legal and Comphanc~
Humiln Resource Management

u

i.e., it will be difficult for

l

•..

competitor’s to imitate. Since,

ll

of scare resources (management

it requires cross linkages across
the value chain and deployment

"
•
G

time, energy and money) over

N

a long period of time, once
cemented as a goal, it will act
as a tool for competitive

rnlomat1on Technology

advantage.
Source: Author’s own creation.

Figure 2: Insurance Industry - Stakeholders

Steps to develop ‘DoT Every Time’
as a Core Competency
A five step cyclic process can be
followed

by

the

insurance

companies to develop ‘Delivered on
Time Every Time’ as a core
competency (See Figure 3) leading
sustainable

competitive

advantage and making competition
irrelevant.
Step 1: CEO and Top management
commitment to build and ingrain

Source: Author’s own creation.

Ensure Timely Delivery of Services....
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‘DoT Every Time’ as a core

craft relevant functional strategies

delivering on time services every

competency. There should be

to meet and exceed customer’s

time. Employees Key Performance

consensus among the senior

expectation.

Indicators (KPIs) and the annual goal

leadership that they are ready to
commit resources towards achieving

variables linked to delivering on

this as one of the key goals for the

insight is converted into policies and

time services. In case an employee

organization. They should be ready

processes. This step is one of the

is not directly involved in serving the

to lead and support the employees

most important step as this act as a

customer, then relevant support

and sales staff in achieving this

bridge between ‘what’, ‘why’ and

variables should be included as KPIs

milestone.

the

‘how’. It is a stage where the

(e.g., employees managing finance,

commitment of the CEO and the

employees are going to know ‘what

should have TAT’s defined for

senior management towards this

to do’ and more importantly ‘what

processing the claim vouchers).

initiative, this is bound to fail. The

not to do’. Efforts should be made

There should be platforms and

senior management should also be

to develop simple policies and

mechanism available to employees

willing to move to the next step to

procedures, which are short, simple

for sharing their feedback and

understand customer’s need when

to understand and clear to

concerns. For example- Town halls,

it comes to providing timely

interpret. In this stage innovation

Coffee with CEO, Webinars, and

services.

plays an important role. Employees

Employee Speak Forum are a good

should be asked to share their

starting point.
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Without

Step 2: Once there is commitment

thoughts and ideas on how the

from the CEO and the Top

services should be delivered on time

Step 5: The last step is to develop

management, the next step is to

every time. The policies and manual

and monitor the DoT Scorecard. The

understand customer’s need using

should be owned either by the CEO

scorecard should be developed at

the Insurance Value Chain Analysis.

or the senior management and

an organization level, at a

Necessary customer research should

should be reviewed at least

functional level, at a team level and

be carried out to understand why

quarterly to ensure necessary

ultimately at an individual level.

timely delivery of services is

improvement are done whenever

The ownership of the scorecard

important to customers, what are

necessary.

should be aligned and consistent

their

8

sheet should include relevant
Step 3: In this step the intent and

preferences

and

time

i.e., the elements of organizational

thresholds. Efforts should be made

Step 4: Once the policies and

scorecard should be present in the

to find out which are those services

procedures are finalized, the next

functional scorecard, components

which are more critical than others.

step is to communicate, engage and

of team DoT scorecard should be

An example of this would be the

seek commitment from employees.

available in the individual DoT

process around processing of

This step will take time and will test

scorecard. The scorecard should

cashless hospitalization services.

management patience. The rule for

have details on the process,

Here, time is of key essence and so

being successful is simple i.e.,

measures, objectives, threshold and

is the customer expectations. The

communicate, communicate and

target.

research should also help identify

communicate the benefits of the

customer expectation across

initiatives and the commitment of

different customer segments (e.g.,

the senior management to improve

B2B, B2C and B2G). This would help

customer’s value proposition by

Ensure Timely Delivery of Services....
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Figure 3: Steps to develop ‘DoT
Every Time’ as a Core Competency

for an insurance company. A five step

5. Prahalad, C.K., and Gary Hamel.

process can be followed the

"The Core Competence of the

insurance companies for developing

Corporation." Harvard Business

‘DoT every time’ as a core
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competency leading to sustainable
competitive advantage and making
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Co-opting Customers as Stakeholders
- R.Venugopal

Introduction

A

lot of sea-changes have
come about in the thinking
and profile of the Indian Life
Insurance customer post 1999- after
the advent of the Insurance
Regulatory and Development
Authority of India- IRDAI.

IRDAII journal October 2015

Indian Insurance customers are like
our voters- although they are soft
and silent generally, but they do
demand changes and advantagesthe de-tariffing of certain General
Insurance Products and the
introduction of the Policyholder’s
Protection Guidelines of the IRDAI
are a few pointers in this direction.

10

All along, Indian consumers were at
the receiving end at the hands of
the Public Sector Insurance
Companies prior to the Privatization
of the Insurance Industry in 1999.
New Private Insurance Companies
have come into being, bringing in
its wake, new products, better
returns and higher benefits with
lower premiums in the last decade.

The customers have become more
sensitive and they would not accept
any type of insurance product unless
it fulfils their requirements and
needs.

This has to be built into the culture
of the entire organization right from
the Driver to the Director.
This has to be reflected in the
following areas:

It is high time that the Insurers too
face these customer challenges
squarely in these changing times
and become more and more
customer-centric and the Life
Insurance Industry in particular is
taken up in this Paper.

•

In the day-to-day servicing of
the policies

•

In the redressal of Policyholder’s
grievances

•

In the claim settlements

Customer is the King

•

In the moments of truth with the
customers

•

In the innovative and reasonably
priced products

•

In the observance of business
ethics

•

In the behaviour of the different
intermediaries, who are in
grass-root contact with the
customers

High inflation added fuel to the fire
by means of lower returns.

•

In our Customer Relationship
Management measures and

The only way we can restore the
consumer confidence is through
Customer Centricity.

•

In our outlook and interactions
with the policyholders and drive

Life Insurance is essentially a
business of trust between the
insurer and the insured. But
somehow over the years, this trust
has slipped- mainly due to the
commission-centric approach of
majority of insurance agents, the
poor service record of the insurance
companies and the hidden costs of
servicing of life insurance policies.

Ensure Timely Delivery of Services....
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Let us deal with these topics oneby-one.
Smile….Listen….Succeed
It is well known that it is six times
more costly to get a new customer
than to retain an existing customer.
A satisfied customer is the best sales
person for the insurance company.
Now there are a lot of methods of
contacting the customer- through
sms, email, call centres,
information kiosks, ATMs of a few
selected banks, toll-free numbers,
internet, mobile banking etc.
Days are gone when the client had
to wait for the insurance office to
open, the cashier to come and take
the seat and start receiving the
cash- if the client is lucky, the
cashier may smile at him too. Now
the Mohamed does not come to the
mountain, but the mountain comes
to the Mohamed- through the above
mentioned measures, the insurer
contacts the insured.
However still quite a good number
of policyholders do visit the
insurance offices for their different
needs daily. The cash counters are
still brimming with the people at the
branches especially in the morning
times.
How are these people received at
the branches?
Although a lot of CRM tools have
come about, we have forgotten

about a simple, cost-free CRM tool
which everyone has within his/her
capacity.
What is it?
An empathetic listening to the
customer with a smile!
This is the most inexpensive tool in
everybody’s hands and this can be
used in every transaction- not
dependent on hardware or software
or electricity or connectivity- there
is no need for boards reading “
Sorry, no power or system down”
etc. No issue of server being down
or server up gradation. Whenever a
counter is free, if you rush there to
attend your service, a board
“system down or up gradation”
welcomes you!
Human Psychology
Each human being longs for a few
personal, psychological needs:
1. Feeling of importance- whenever
the customer visits any office,
he/she wants to be treated as
an important person.
2. He/she wants to be respected.
3. He/she wants to be understoodloses the patience when the
other person does not
understand his/her problem or
when the opposite person
himself/herself imagines the
customer’s problem and jumps
with a solution- like when the
consumer begins by saying “ I
have come to this place on
transfer
recently…”
Immediately, the other person
interjects “you want change of
address or you want to transfer

Ensure Timely Delivery of Services....

your policy from your earlier
station etc”, before the
customer conveys his/her real
problem.
4. He/she wants to be comfortable
at the office- may be a seat to
sit, may be a glass of water
during summer or a clean, airconditioned atmosphere.
All the above can be achieved by a
patient, smiling listener- welcoming
with a sincere smile- not the plastic
smile which we receive from an airhostess while boarding an aircraftoffered a pleasant ‘Good Morning’
and a chair to sit and a polite
enquiry, “ What can I do for you Sir/
Madam?”
Interruptions
When the customer is about to
relate his/her problem, the mobile
of the enquiry assistant rings or
there is a sms or some other
colleague simply interjects…... the
entire edifice which is built up so
far, crumbles like a pack of cards!
The position becomes further
unbearable if the phone call is on
the earlier day’s cricket match.
Again it makes quite an effort to
bring back the situation under
control.
These all appear to be small and
simple things but they make a lot
of difference to the customer.
In our younger days, we have never
been asked to listen but to question.
The mother asks the child as to how
many questions the child has asked
the teacher that day and not many
answers he/she listened in the class.
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home the message that the
customer is the real King in our
surroundings and the most
important visitor in our
premises.
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As per a Study, an ideal person
spends 9% of the time in writing,
16% in reading, 30% in talking and
45% in listening. For many of us, it
is only 10% in listening. Even in the
colleges and schools, there are
competitions in debating, elocution,
recitation, mono-acting and
mimicry but never in active
listening- now a few games have
come where you have to listen and
recognize a particular person by his/
her voice or oral instructions are
given and the student has to carry
forward the message to a few more
persons and the ultimate message
reached is exactly the opposite of
what was given at the first instance!
Insurers have to recognize listening
as an effective CRM tool and as a
good feedback mechanism.
Just as you listen blissfully to the
early morning chirpings of the birds
or the distant whistling of the train
at midnight, let us listen to our
customers- you will get stunning
feedback. You will realize that
silence and silent listening are more
powerful and they give you a
feedback of more messages than
tons of speeches. Your facial
reaction and body language to the
customer when you are face to face
with him/her carry the day and they
provide the real ‘Moments of Truth’
to the consumer.
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The ‘Wow’ Effect

12

In the Disneyland, when you wait in
a queue for getting in to a ride in
one of the Parks, there is a
signboard saying that you would be
boarding in 35 minutes’ time. This
indicates that you have to wait for

35 minutes before the ride and
hence you can plan to have an icecream or coffee. Is this a guess? Is
this like listening to an airline
attendant announcing that the plane
you are waiting for, is scheduled to
leave in about 10 minutes’ time,
when there is no plane at the gate?
Disneyland people know not only
how long you will have to wait
before taking the ride, but they also
make sure that you board in 33
minutes’ time, two minutes ahead!
Instead of feeling disappointed if you
are delayed or simply feeling
satisfied if you board in 35 minutes’
time, you actually feel good, when
you board before time.
This is called the ‘Wow’ effect.
Exceeding expectation is not a
surprise- it is planned and executed
with diligence, care and grace.
Customer service is an attitude, a
culture and a collective way of
seeing the world.
‘Wowing’ the customer is not an
exception but a rule.

completed without the human
touch- excepting in the case of a
few vanilla products through telemarketing- certain important
insurance servicing like the death
claims, revival etc can not be
completed without the human
touch. Both the Receiver and the
Giver feel immensely pleased, as
Mercy given is twice blessed- while
giving and receiving.
The faceless customer is really
sometimes scary.
The Technology should be an
Enabler, not a Barrier for
interactions with the customers.
The Technology can’t substitute the
human touch and the warm smile.
This is called the Human Side of Life
Insurance.
From CRM to Strategic CRM
Customer Relationship Management
is aimed generally at:
• Communicating with the existing
customers
• Rewarding loyal customers

The ‘Faceless’ Customer
Although a lot of CRM initiatives
have been taken by the insurance
industry to help the customer not
to come to the insurer’s office,
sometimes people do come for
completing their jobs. The banking
industry may prefer a faceless
customer but not the insurance
industry where still the human touch
is required. The customer feels
delighted to get the service in front
of him/her. Just like the life
insurance sales can not be
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• Enhancing customer-centric
tools
• Improving customer satisfaction
to the level of customer delight
• Providing on line solutions to the
problems of the customers,
wherever needed and
• Addressing customer grievances
speedily.
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1. Identifying the needs of the
existing customers
2. Turning them as repeat clients
3. Creating Brand Loyalty for the
organization
4. Constant innovations, analyzing
the data base of the customers
5. Value creation for the customer
6. By listening to the voice of the
customer, co-creating the value
for him/her and
7. Following a Customer-centric
approach from the Profit-centric
approach.
Thus CRM is not simply datamaintenance machinery engaged
only in the customer grievance
redressal. It is a composite program
right from building relationships
with the clients, nurturing them,
turning them as our advocates and
brand ambassadors.
This is the evolution of CRM into
Strategic CRM.
SCRM involves the following:
• Customer data
• Analyzing those data
• Customer Intelligence
• Customer Profitability analysis
• Sharing these inputs with the
customers

Social networking sites like the Face
Book, Twitter, and Linked in, You
Tube etc are also a part of the
Strategic CRM in the sense that a
lot of contact can be established
with the customers and their views
obtained.
These days a lot of CEOs take part
in twittering and are airing their
views and exchanging views with
the employees and customers.
This is called the Social CRM or
Collaborative CRM.
CRM too is a mechanism to face the
Moments of Truth with the
customers, how they feel when they
come to our premises, when they
inter-act with our employees and
how they feel when they leave our
offices. A similar feedback is
obtained when the customers ring
up to our branches- whether their
call is responded in the second or
third ring or they have to wait for
10-12 tinkles, how they are greeted
when the call is taken or a voice
with a bored tone asking “ What do
you want or who is speaking?” Once
a customer humorously replied
“Only you are speaking”!
Again how fast the emails sent by
the policyholders are replied is a
measure of the customer
satisfaction- now the emails have
also become snail mails, not even
opened for days together- the
earlier thrill of receiving a mail and
replying it promptly has dried up!

• Gaining customer knowledge and
winning their trust and

Business Ethics in Selling

• Acting as per the needs and
responses of the customers.

Business Ethics is a part of the
Corporate Governance now-a-days.
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Whether
our
different
Intermediaries like the agents/
advisors, brokers, banc assurance
players etc follow ethics in selling
is paramount in satisfying the
customers, after all, the client
remembers his/her relationship and
experience with the frontline
salesperson of the insurer more than
anything.
After all, life insurance selling is a
long term one of an intangible
product and not a short term selling
of a tangible item like a shirt or a
pen.
The sales person has to not only
explain the features and benefits of
the product but also its conditions
and restrictions to the customer.
Honesty and integrity are to be the
hallmarks of an insurance sales
person, as he/she is authorized to
collect the first premium from the
client and it has to be remitted to
the insurance office within 24 hours
of collection normally.
The non-disclosure of certain health
related or age related information
in the proposal form may lead even
to the repudiation of a death claim
and the agent is held primarily
responsible as he/she only collects
all these information and records
them in the proposal form and
submits them to the insurance
office.
Similarly wherever a medical
examination is needed, this should
be arranged by the agent, who
should not try to bypass it by simply
collecting the signature of the client
in the medical form and noting some
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Now the new trends are:
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ad hoc measurements of height,
weight, waist etc of the customer.
More transparency and full
explanation of different provisions
are a must in the selling of ULIP
Products as the responsibility of
investing of funds is transferred
under these policies from the
insurer to the individual
policyholder and many clients are
not wholly conversant with the Sen
Sex and the ups and downs of the
Stock Markets.
All these apply equally to brokers
as well as people indulged in banc
assurance.
Customer Loyalty Programs
Life insurance companies are
expected to build the customer
loyalty programs and to convey the
message to the clients that they
care for them.
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This is to communicate and aim to
making the relationship more alive,
stronger and meaningful.
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Most of the loyalty programs are
based on ‘Reward Model’. Here the
customer is offered some direct
benefit in the shape of some
discount or incentive or some
reward points on the lines of the
Frequent Flier Schemes of some
Airlines. Here the insurer
establishes some personal touch
based on certain factors like the
number of policies held by the
customer, the amount of premium
paid by him/her and the frequency
of purchase. Then a Unique Identity
Customer Number is allotted to the
customer. These are called the Highend customers and their servicing

needs are attended to on a priority
basis throughout the country. These
clients are contacted regularly by
the insurer’s special representatives
called the Relationship Managers
personally for their insurance needs
as well as investment of income
leading to a scientific way of wealth
creation.
Customer Grievance Redressal
Programs
These are also a part of the CRM
measures to attend to the
complaints of the policyholders
speedily.
There is a designated officer for this
purpose in every office of the
insurer.
Normally one day every week is
earmarked for meeting the
customers
without
any
appointment, mostly on each
Monday.
There is a board displaying the name
of the Grievance Redressal Officer
as well as the day of the week when
he/she is available to meet the
aggrieved customers without
insisting on prior appointment.
If the complaint is resolved within a
reasonable time, the customer is
free to approach the higher officer
for this purpose.
If the client is not satisfied with the
response of this officer too, he/she
is free to approach the Consumer’s
Council of the District/ State or the
Insurance Ombudsman of the State
concerned.
Insurance Ombudsman is a quasijudicial position and is appointed by
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the IRDAI for every State mostly for
a term of 3 years- he/she is either
a retired Executive Director of LIC
of India or a retired General
Manager of a Public Sector General
Insurance company or a retired IAS/
IRS Officer or a retired judicial
officer. Complaints up to Rs 20 lacs
are heard by the insurance
ombudsmen, pertaining to both life
and non-life insurance policies,
including Health insurance.
There is no provision for an
advocate or third party in the
hearing of the insurance
ombudsman and the cases are
normally disposed of with in a
month of the date of the complaint.
The decisions of the insurance
ombudsmen are normally binding on
the insurance company but not on
the customer who is free to appeal
to a Civil Court, if not satisfied with
the decree of the insurance
ombudsman.
IRDAI Grievance Redressal Cell is
also available for the customer to
approach but this Cell does not pass
Orders as the Insurance Ombudsman
but only refers the complaint to the
insurance company concerned for
remedial action.
The ‘Orphaned’ Customers
Due to the turn over of a vast
number
of
agents,
their
policyholders become ‘orphans’ as
far as their future servicing is
concerned.
These policyholders become bitter
critics of the insurance companies
and it is only in the best interests
of the insurance companies to take
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The insurance company can decide
to offer service the policy in house
or assign another agent to take care
of the policy.
In the case of banc assurance tieup getting terminated, the parent
insurance company should take over
the servicing of the policies sold by
their bank counter-part.
If an existing life insurance company
is taken over by another life
insurance company- like the
examples of AMP Sanmar being
taken over by the Reliance Life
Insurance Company- the new
insurance company should take over
the services of the policies sold by
the erstwhile insurance company.
But often the customers become
orphans by the apathy and
indifference shown by their existing
agents either due to lack of time or
sickness or laziness or their interest
only in getting new business.
Unfortunately there is no immediate
provision to cancel the services of
the existing agent and stop his/her
future renewal commission in the
case of unsatisfactory services
excepting simply complaining to the
insurer for at least persuading the
agent to perform his/her duty.
Changes in the servicing areas
Policyholder’s Protection Guidelines
2002 of IRDAI have brought in
revolutionary changes in the
servicing of the customers.
IRDAI has stipulated a time limit of
10 days for attending to the

complaints of the policyholders like
the policy bond not received,
surrender value not received, wrong
policy bond received, terms of the
policy altered without informing the
relevant party, hidden charges not
explained, unfair business practices
etc.
There is a time limit of 15 days for
maturity claim not paid, pension
instalments not paid, requirements
in death claims not informed earlier
etc.
The non-early death claims are to
be settled within 30 days of the date
of intimation.
If an investigation is needed in the
case of early death claims- claims
arising within 2/3 years of taking the
policy, then IRDAI permits a period
of 60 days for completing the
formalities.
The Free-look period of 15 days
during which a customer can return
the policy received from the insurer
and claim full refund, if he/she is
not satisfied with the Terms and
Conditions of the policy received or
if the bond received is different from
what was proposed and accepted
between the agent and the
customer, is a great boon at the
hands of the policyholders.
However, apart from the above, the
present customer is demanding the
following changes:
• Why there should be a condition
of a minimum 3 years’ premium
payment before the policy
attains the Paid-up value or the
Special Surrender Value? This is
very harsh as the customer loses
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all the money paid, if for any
unavoidable financial or other
reason, stops paying premium
before the end of 3 years.
Especially, if the sum assured
under the policy is considerable,
then the premium will be quite
huge. This rule should be
changed and maximum the
insurer can demand only one
year’s premium before the policy
acquires any Paid-up or
Surrender value.
• The Guaranteed Surrender Value
allowed under the policy is too
little- it is 30% of all premiums
paid excluding the first year. This
should be changed to 90% of all
premiums paid.
• Often the insurer offers a Special
Surrender Value, which is mostly
higher than the Guaranteed
Surrender Value. But the Special
Surrender Values themselves are
very minimal and these Tables
are to be improved.
• These suggestions are made
because the customer is at the
losing end, whenever he/she
wants to cancel the policy for
some reason.
• The new Insurance Act 2015 has
mandated that no death claim
arising after 3 years of taking a
policy should be repudiated. The
insurance companies can
investigate only those death
claims that arise within 3 years
of taking a policy. Here again
IRDAI should fix some limit for
such investigations- only cases
with a sum assured of Rs 5 lacs
and more- should be enquired
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proper and immediate care of these
orphaned customers.
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into and not small sum assured
cases. Even such investigations
should be done promptly without
harassing the hapless claimant.
• If an early death claim is
rejected on grounds of
suppression of material facts,
the agent concerned should be
penalized as the agent is the
primary underwriter and is
expected to brief the client
properly
regarding
the
importance of the proposer’s
family history, personal and
medical history and record them
faithfully in the proposal form
and the unfortunate customer
may not be aware of intricacies
of these questions pertaining to
the health of the individual.
• There should be more
transparency about the ULIP
Policies
regarding
the
administrative
charges,
surrender charges and other
fees. The policyholders should be
properly educated as often they
are not aware of the intricacies
of the Market conditions.
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• There should be more reduction
of all these charges in the ULIP
Plans.
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• The Government of India has
imposed Service Tax of 12% on
life insurance premiums from
this year. The insurer should bear
it instead of passing it to the
customers.
• When the insurer, while
underwriting the life insurance
proposal, takes all the
precautions, should also

undertake general awareness and
education campaigns for the
general public and the
policyholders in particular, as to
their obligations, do’s and the
don’ts, especially the need for
revealing all the material facts
regarding their health and habits
so that there is no delay at the
time of settlement of death
claims.
• There should be proper
information available to the
customers on the scope of
different policy Riders, their
details and benefits and their
cost with the specific IRDAI
guideline that the premium for
the Riders should not exceed 30%
of the original basic premium.
• IRDAI also should undertake such
campaigns more vigorously than
they are doing at present.

confidence of the insuring public
and in turn the footfalls at the
insurance offices will get
diminished, allowing the staff to
do more productive work. A bold
advertisement should be given in
all the leading newspapers
mentioning “Don’t come to our
office- all your mails will be
responded to within a week”.
• There should be a provision for
a continuous feedback from the
policyholders through an
external agency like customer
satisfaction surveys, service
score cards, post-policy
questionnaires etc.
• These will give the insurer the
customer expectations, service
quality standards and service
delivery gaps, thereby enabling
improvements and innovations in
servicing.

• Although the methods of
premium payment have now
improved with the help of
technology like the internet
payments, ECS, ATMs of certain
banks etc, still the customer
should have the facility of ‘ Drop
Boxes’ in the main locations of
the city for the convenience of
the customers as the Credit Card
companies are doing. These drop
boxes should be cleared every
day and the premium receipts
sent by post within a week. This
will help reduce the crowds at
the branches considerably.

• The insurance offices should be
maintained neatly and cleanly so
that the customers who visit
them feel happy and homely.

• Similarly all the correspondence
and the emails from the
policyholders should be cleared
within a week. This will build the

• The real response and the
turnaround time in delivery of
services need to be reduced in
specific areas like the delivery
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• The policyholders should be
received warmly with a smile
and served promptly instead of
making them run from pillar to
post.
• This can be done only when all
the officers and employees come
to the offices punctually,
maintaining proper decency,
discipline and decorum. The cash
counters should open in time.
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• Every customer has a right to call
for a copy of his/her proposal
papers from the insurer under
Section of the Insurance Act 1938
which mandates supply of copies
of proposals and medical
reports. These can be preserved
along with the policy for use on
a later date, in case of
repudiation of claim. These may
come in handy to the aid of the
claimant.
• A few policyholders are getting
prank calls now-a-days from
persons calling themselves as the
representatives of the IRDAI,
mentioning that the policies
presently held by them are not
profitable ones and they should
surrender those policies and
should go for new ones and these
‘representatives’ offered their
services. IRDAI has clarified that
cautioning customers falling into
such a trap of sales pitches.
IRDAI never gets in touch with
customers for selling policies and
these are indulged in by a few
‘agents’ to trap gullible clients.
Some times they pose as bank
relationship managers and offer
to help bank loans, overdraft
facilities, scholarships for
education, special bonus,
interest-free loans etc. These
instances happen as some
unscrupulous persons get access
to the data bank of the insurers
and take to these kinds of
malpractices. These fraudsters
use every type of technology like

emails, SMS and calls to rob
unsuspecting
individuals.
Insurers and IRDAI should take all
steps to prevent such activities
by
issuing
suitable
advertisements in the print and
TV media.
Innovative Products
Life insurance offers products that
mitigate risks of the customers from
cradle to grave through Term
Insurance Plans, Endowment
Products for specific needs like
education, marriage of children,
start-up funds etc, Health cover
through Stand alone Health
Insurance Plans and combating the
risk of living long through Annuities/
Pension Plans.
Micro-insurance takes care of the
lowly and the down-trodden.
Rural audience needs special
products covering an overall range
of requirements like the cattle
insurance, crop insurance, Hut and
Fire insurance, their vehicles like
the tractor insurance etc, besides
the life risk, health cover and their
old age provision in the form of a
small pension.
The product should have clearly
listed standard and simpler policy
terms that will enable the issuance
of policy promptly.
Standard blank policy certificates
should be pre-printed and carry
unique serial numbers similar to the
blank demand draft stationery
available in the bank branches. The
name of the proposer and the life
assured along with the bar code
number and the serial number of the
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bank account/ credit card debit
authorization slip needs to be filled
on the certificate by the distributor.
For this, IRDAI should issue
instructions for a uniform proposal
form and a uniform policy
certificate. Although these are
within the planning of the Regulator
for the last few years, nothing
concrete has emerged so far.
Life insurance is a complex product
where the high-personalized
service-achieved through intimate
knowledge of customers , their
products, service preferences and
their histories with the insurance
companies is critical to the company
to make further sales and servicing.
As the insurance options broaden
and products grow more complex by
addition of new benefits and
services, customers look for
superior and personalized service
more than ever. Hence the customer
challenges are more in these
changing times.
The Need of the Hour
An old Chinese proverb says “Give
a hundred years lease on a desert
and it will become a garden. Give a
one year lease on a garden and it
will become a desert”.
The point is that ownership and a
long term commitment will make a
difference, when it comes to
undertaking important tasks and
building customer relationship is a
big deal.
After all, let us look how far we have
come from product marketing to
mass marketing and from that to
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of first premium receipts, policy
documents, premium notices
etc.
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segment marketing and all the way
to a total customer satisfaction and
retention of happy clients as our
assets.
We can win the challenges of the
customer expectations only when
we move from a state of
independence to dependence or
inter-dependence.
If one goes to a grocer shop to buy
some item, it is only a transaction
and not a relationship.
Only when he/she goes to the same
grocer again and again, it is the
beginning of the relationship- this
may be due to the smiling face of
the sales person at the shop or the
ambience of the shop or the
superiority of the product or the
combination of all these factors.
But one thing is certain- all the
transactions with the customer
should have the transparency and
follow the process of

Customer centricity should reflect
in the products at the design stage
as well with specific products for
women, children, young aspirants,
urban and rural populace and
wisdom investor segments.
Insurers also need to work with
partners to put in place more
stringent risk management practices
to avoid instances of mis-selling and
unethical norms.
How to win the customer trust and
loyalty?
By offering a cup with frosting and
a cherry on the top.

The customers too have a
responsibility of informing the IRDAI
in case they come across any
misdemeanour done either by the
insurer or the intermediary, as per
Regulation 11 of the Policyholder’s
Protection Guidelines 2002 of the
IRDAI.
This is a joint responsibility and the
customer can’t put the entire blame
on the Regulator only.
For the insurers, I may recall the
words of Bill Gates: Your most
unhappy customers are your
greatest source of Learning.

Cup represents a solution to the
problem of the client.
Frosting corresponds to good
feelings and friendly greetings.
Cherry is the unexpected extra
bonus to the customer.
Now the customer responds with a
‘wow’.

• Fairest
• Fastest and the
• Friendliest.
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There is a difference between the
board “May I help you?” and the
board “How can I help you?”
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The second board is preferred by a
customer, because in the first board
there is a connotation that the other
person may help you or may not help
you, whereas in the second board,
there is a compulsive trend of
definite help forthcoming as it says
“How can I help you?” and there is
no tone of trying to help or not
helping.

The best organizations deliver all the
three to the client.
Given the pace and quantum of
changes expected by the presentday customers, insurers face uphill
challenges and fine balancing acts
and an alert customer calls the
shots.
Customers are our Stakeholders
The time has come to accept the
policyholders as our stakeholders
and be in constant touch with them.
A good number of socially aware
customers should be taken on board
on important Policyholders’
Councils.
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R.Venugopal is a Retired Executive
Director LIC of India.
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ISSUE FOCUS

Policyholders prefer better products
and improved customer services

T

oday, the customer is king.
And new buying behaviour
demands
engaging,
customer-centred experiences
sustained by properly aligned sales
and support channels. Insurers have
discovered how social media,
mobile apps and digital marketing
can build next-generation sales.
They are creating multi-channel
brand messaging strategies in order
to balance marketing goals and
customer demand. Companies have
discovered how behavioural
economics can influence customer
experience strategy now—and over
the long-term—by putting the
customer first. Differentiated
customer experiences build brand,
market share and competitive
advantage. They also yield
analytical insight into buying
behaviour that can inform closedloop marketing strategies, and work
best when functional boundaries
between marketing, sales and
technology are eliminated. This is
best achieved by an "outside in"
approach that draws technology,

market trends and customer needs
to the centre of how insurers do
business. Company leaders have
realized that "getting closer to the
customer" is crucial to growth. Both
business buyers and consumers have
more choices than ever before,
empowered by online and mobile
channels that provide more ways to
buy, give and get recommendations,
and talk back to companies. Today's
customer won't hesitate to walk
away from an established company
relationship that doesn't meet their
needs. This holds true for nearly
entire insurance industries today,
and is no longer limited to those
serving consumers.
When insurers keep their customers
happy, churn rates are reduced, and
so is the urgency to acquire new
business. Giving customers a great
experience can work positively for
an organization through word of
mouth and referrals. Insurers prefer
to kill three birds with one stone –
1) keep their current customers, 2)
make each customer more valuable,
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and 3) bring in more customers with
little to no advertising investment.
In the insurance industry, the trick
is to know how to make the
customer
interactions
as
constructive and seamless as
possible. Presently, copious amounts
of money are spent attracting new
customers to insurance providers.
However, with little differentiation
between product offerings, the
retention of these customers
becomes a continuous challenge.
And if this challenge is not met, this
can result in poor loyalty levels and
increased costs per customer. From
a sustainability standpoint,
customer retention is vital to an
insurer’s profitability. The cost of
acquiring new customers can be up
to 10 times the cost of retaining
existing ones; even a small increase
in retention rates can add millions
of dollars to premium revenue.
Thus, there is a need to keep
existing customers happy by
prioritizing a positive customer
experience.
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DIGITAL REVOLUTION:
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Attracting today's mobile, social
customer requires standardized,
configurable technology platforms
that are available firm wide. A
systematic approach to social
listening works best. By offering
unique customer engagement
programs and compelling mobile
content while improving traditional
revenue models, businesses can
virtually gauge the effectiveness of
digital media spending in real time.
But to join the social conversation
one must understand that social
business is more than technology.
It's a culture. Earning—and
deepening—customer loyalty is a
challenge, even for established
brands. But the data drawn from a
variety of sources both inside and
outside the firm can yield valuable
insight into customer behaviour.
Though often unstructured and
complex, when data is properly
sorted, filtered and interpreted it
can inform media and sales
investments and identify customers
with above-average lifetime
profitability potential. By improving
data management, streamlining IT
resources and closing information
gaps, businesses can capture the
information they need in order to
market the right products to the
right customers. By using advanced
tools to enhance experience design
coupled with behavioural economics
to deduce customer choice, they
can also make more accurate
demand forecasts and gain
analytical insight about market
segmentation. When properly
understood, today's mobile, social

customer will point the way to a
competitive advantage.
CHANGING SALES:
Insurance businesses continue to
look for ways to differentiate, given
the highly competitive nature of the
industry and limited differences in
product features. Real-time
analytics can provide new ways to
meet customer expectations of a
more personalized experience and
faster decisions. Real-time analytics
also strengthens risk management
by integrating fraud assessment as
a continuous inline process, rather
than an offline review process.
Exploring all customer touch points
to identify application of real-time
analytics is often a good place to
start for any organization. New
relationships, business models and
technologies are transforming how
sales relate to customers and
internal stakeholders alike. In order
to unlock the full potential of sales
resources, these changes require a
structured, data-driven framework
that makes it easier to identify and
close information gaps, quantify
growth potential and prioritize
solutions. Streamlined processes
can yield measurable results in
revenue growth, improved sales
productivity, lower sales costs and
improved customer loyalty. Sales
effectiveness requires consistency
of product, content and data. When
it comes to influencing customer
decision-making, the online channel
has risen to match the strategic
value of the direct sales force.
Policyholder demands improved
sales functions, channel compliance
and people to better meet customer
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demand. Insurers need to use
technology such as CRM, big data,
automation, digital commerce and
social media to support sales goals.
They should align their cost of
selling to the business model and
take better control of their margin.
HIGH CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE:
Brand health is usually built by
delivering on investments in
superior customer experiences. But
the sales and marketing costs are
usually accounted for as expenses,
rather than investments. This can
make it difficult to gauge sales and
marketing's impact on the bottom
line. Integrating consumer
behavioural changes, organizational
productivity and financialperformance measures—as well as
clarifying how shareholders benefit
from such initiatives—can make it
easier
to
determine
the
effectiveness
of
customer
investments. Strong brands and high
customer-experience measures can
boost profits and shareholder value.
And in order to improve efforts to
bolster market reputation and
customer loyalty, firms must solicit
greater involvement in customer
experience decision-making and
analysis. Equally important is the
need to foster communication
between sales, marketing and
customer-care leaders, evaluate
digital marketing and social CRM
efforts and improve media and
trade spend. Whether insurers are
appraising customer-experience
designs or seeking new product
strategies, better customer
satisfaction scores, or more
profitable customer loyalty
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SERVICE QUALITY:
Service quality is a dominant issue
in business today. Not only is
superior quality linked to business
success but some consider service
quality to be a prerequisite for the
survival in the marketplace. Service
quality was traditionally equated
with courtesy. Over the years,
however, service quality has become
more important to service
businesses. In the early twentieth
century, service quality was
reported as having apparent
relationship
to
customer
satisfaction. Never before has there
been such a powerful platform for
learning about customers—what
they value, how they really think,
what they'll pay for, etc.—in a forum
that is largely free of commercial
influence. Social networks are an
effective tool for turning ordinary
customers into extraordinary
advocates and agents of influence.
While social tools create new
channels to engage customer and
build brand loyalty that may just be
the tip of the iceberg. The real value

of social networks may be in its
ability to add new dimensions to the
entire product life cycle. For the
layman, insurance can prove to be
a domain riddled with confusion and
unanswered queries. But all this will
now be a thing of the past. Insurance
products are becoming customercentric and more transparent means
coming with features that have more
clarity and are aimed solely at
protecting the consumers' interests.
Such reforms are customer-driven
and promise benefits in the form of
more values. They are aimed at
making the insurance industry more
long-term focused.
NEW CHANNELS FOR PROMPT
DELIVERY:
There has been an increase in
number of insurers, new categories
of insurance intermediaries and
diversity in the products on offer.
New channels for raising grievances
have helped consumers. However,
there are increasing complaints,
especially those alleging mis-sale of
policies, in the life insurance sector
and delay in settlement of claims in
the non-life insurance sector is a
cause of concern. The mobile and
tablet-based applications also help
sales. Apart from the ‘photo quote’
feature available on the mobile app,
customers can use a host of other
features installed in the app. The
photo quote feature allows
customers wanting to purchase a
motor insurance policy to obtain an
insurance quote by simply providing
a picture of their existing motor
insurance policy, using the insurer’s
mobile app. Within a few minutes
of the customer submitting the
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picture, he or she will receive an
automated message from Insurer
containing a detailed quote along
with customer and vehicle
information. If the customer agrees
to purchase the policy, he simply has
to pay the quote amount, since all
details pertaining to the proposal
are already given. This feature
facilitates easy transactions
enhancing the customer’s purchase
experience. They can purchase or
renew health, motor and travel
insurance policies. At present, over
20% of the INR900-billion (US$13.7
billion)-a-year general insurance
business is sourced through brokers.
In comparison, in most of the
mature global markets, close to 90%
of general insurance sales are
routed through brokers. Brokers
need to transition from playing
largely transactional roles to
evolving as problem solvers for their
partners. They must work closely
with insurers to increase
penetration.
CLAIM SETTLEMENT:
India's non-life insurance sector is
seeing the increasing use of mobile
apps in operations such as claims
processing, especially in the retail
segment. Most of the Private
Insurers have apps to process claims
through mobile or tablet apps.
General Insurers have launched a
tab-based
claims
surveyor
application for faster motor claims
processing. This app enables any
motor claim surveyor to perform key
functions such as loss assessment,
estimation and communication from
various remote locations, in a costeffective manner. This app ensures
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programs, knowing the results of
their efforts is paramount to their
success. A systematic approach to
social listening works best. By
offering
unique
customer
engagement
programs
and
compelling mobile content while
improving traditional revenue
models, businesses can virtually
gauge the effectiveness of digital
media spending in real time. But to
join the social conversation insurers
must understand that social
business is more than technology.
It's a culture.
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quicker approvals, resulting in
better productivity and customer
service. Similarly, General Insurance
companies have a tab-based claim
registration module. This allows the
user to register low-intensity claims
and upload photographs of a vehicle
damaged in an accident, thus
facilitating
quicker
claim
settlements. In general and health
insurance policies, upon acceptance
of an offer of settlement by the
insured/claimant, payment of what
is due shall be within seven days
from the date of acceptance of the
offer by the insured/claimant. They
can locate the nearest garage in
case of a vehicle breakdown. They
can also track the status of claims
across health, motor and travel
segments.
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Insurance industry is the most
significant and the most
competitive sector with upscale and
downscale on daily basis. Along with
these fluctuations, it also provides
a lot of opportunities to capitalize
on the market. Organizations
continue to experiment with the
design and execution of effective
marketing communication. Need for
real time communication using
technology has made the process of

decision making more complex for
marketers. Gut based decisions
have given way to the use of
mathematics, statistics and
optimization techniques to achieve
higher ROI and/or lower cost. But
not many insurers understand that
the design and execution is
incomplete without the voice of the
customer. Mobile wallet companies
are approaching insurance
companies to be part of their
channel. With more and more
Indians using their smart phones to
make purchases and government
looking for ways to discourage cash
transactions as part of its effort to
check black money, mobile wallet
services have a huge potential in the
country. On the non-life side, the
absence of any common data
platform to make informed
decisions is an area of concern.
Developments such as digitisation,
the internet and social media are
already influencing price and
demand for insurance products, and
the means customers use to interact
with their insurance providers. A
fast-paced change on ever-evolving
customer side and increasing
demand of digital interface is also
a
reflection
of
‘change
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management’ that insurers would
need to walk through. The
opportunities for e-commerce in the
insurance sector, recommend
technological solutions, suggest
regulatory and other facilitation
measures for growth, and align
measures with Digital India
initiatives. The goal is to increase
insurance penetration and intensify
financial inclusion in the country.
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ISSUE FOCUS

Consumers’ Perceptions and Expectations
towards Life Insurance Services:
A Case Study of Varanasi
- Dr. Furquan Uddin

T

Introduction

he present market is
characterised
by
t e c h n o l o g i c a l
advancement, shifting consumer
behaviour, economic liberalisation,

Life insurance is as old as mankind.
It has been in several forms during
its journey. It offers multi benefits
to the people. At present, it has
occupied a distinct place and

stiff competition, etc. Amongst all,
consumer is one of the key
components of market whose buying
pattern keeps on change. In fact,
consumer behaviour varies product
to product. Life insurance is a
financial product and belongs to the

significantly contributed in socioeconomic development of many
countries like U.S.A., Germany,
Japan, Taiwan, etc. Of late, it took
place in modern form in India. Since
its nationalisation in the year 1956
and liberalisation in the year 2000,

unsought product category in India.
It is interesting to know the views
of consumers pertaining to life
insurance product. In this
perspective, the city of Varanasi,
the cultural capital of India, has

it could not flourished as compared
to other financial products due to
many reasons in general and its
inherent product nature. Its
contribution towards India’s GDP
(insurance penetration) has been

been chosen to study the
consumers’ views on life insurance.
Thus, the paper deals with the
perception and expectations of
respondents regarding the life
insurance services.

around 4 percent. It has also
recorded low insurance density in
India. It is still considered as an
unsought product in our nation. As
a matter of fact, a vast majority of
population i.e. about 75 percent is

Keywords: Stiff competition,
Consumer behaviour, Life insurance,
Perception

uninsured. About 24 life insurance
companies including LIC of India are
operating their businesses in India.
A wide network of distribution is
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existing. Despite the fact, most of
the consumers do not have much
awareness pertaining to benefits of
life insurance, however, some
understand its value but
procrastinate its buying. Consumers
except tax payer have a lethargic
approach in purchasing life
insurance. Apart from these, the
services in general and after sales
services in particular rendered by
life insurers are not upto the mark.
Review of Literature
Bawa (2007)i in his research entitled
“Life Insurance Corporation of India:
Impact of Privatisation and
Performance” included significant
objectives viz. studying the total
performance of LIC in select period
of study; measurement and analysis
of LIC’s productivity; study of LIC’s
portfolio and studying of LIC’s works
and performances after the new
entrants in the sector.
Ghosh (2007) ii revealed in his
research paper entitled “Changing
Horizon of Insurance Sector”, about
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the LIC’s monopoly after 1956
nationalisation in the insurance
sector and entry of private players

their own perception towards
different types of insurance plans.

policy and selecting a particular
life insurance company.

with foreign players in the form of
joint venture in the Indian market.
In addition, it also elaborates the
challenges and prospects of
insurance in India.

Kaur & Negi (2010)vii in their paper
have focused on customer
satisfaction with life insurance in
Chandigarh tricity. They have found
that customers were satisfied with

2. To know the mode of premium
payment made by the
policyholders and their
preferences towards the mode
of premium payment.

Chatterjee (2009)iii explored in his
research study entitled “Treating
Customer Fairly”, that insurers are
boosting standards related to
consumer behavior for which

their insurance policies but they
were not satisfied with the quality
of agents. They took several factors
to measure satisfaction viz.
customization, timed service, brand
USP, considerate employees, and

bringing changes in direction level
is difficult but this study presents
recommendation to improve
consumer behavior.

price immunity.

Raju & Gurupandi (2009)iv reveal
that the study is of critical
importance as it finds out the
attitude of consumers towards Life
Insurance Company. In this way, the
prospective customers can get

Insurance Corporation of India
through factor analysis approach.
The findings of the study present
that five-factor structure as
proposed by Sureshchander et al.
(2001) has been refined to seven

benefit by the best insurance
company.

factors construct (consisting of 34
items) representing Proficiency;
Media & Presentations; Physical &
Ethical Excellence; Service Delivery
Process & Purpose; Security &
Dynamic Operations, Credibility &

Selvavinayagam and Mathivanan
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(2010) v in their article stated
regarding the changes in Indian
insurance market during the last
few years particularly in technology
and government regulations.
Consequently, policyholders’
expectations are also changing.
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They suggested introducing new
products to gain competitive edge
over rivals.
Sanu, Praveen et al. (2010)vi in their
study revealed that the investment
habits of Indian consumers are
changing very frequently. They have

Sandhu & Bala (2011) viii have
analysed customers’ perception
towards service quality of Life

Functionality. The study further
reveals that among these seven
factors, three viz. Proficiency,
Physical & Ethical Excellence and
Functionality have significant
impact on the overall service quality
of Life Insurance Corporation of
India.
Objectives of the study:
1. To find out the motives behind
the purchase of life insurance
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3. To analyse the customers’
preferences for life insurance
policy.
4. To identify problems faced by
the policyholders while taking
the life insurance policy.
Research Methodology
The nature of research is
descriptive. The study is mainly
based on primary data with the help
of structured questionnaire. As it is
a case study the population of
Varanasi is much large, therefore,
sampling has been chosen. In this
regard, the city of Varanasi and its
near rural area have been targeted
for the purpose of sampling where
300 respondents have been
approached, however, 242 have
been taken into consideration due
to complete data. Convenience
sampling technique has been
adopted. Simple descriptive
statistics like percentage, average
and rank analysis have been applied
for data analysis.
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respondents’ family members is up
to 8. Of the overall respondents,
salaried people are about 30

Research Methodology
Nature of Research

Descriptive Research

Type of Data

Primary Data

Instrument Used

Structured Questionnaire

Period of the Study

April, 2015 to June, 2015(Primary)

Sampling Area

Varanasi and its near rural area

Sample Size

Approached-300, Received-242

Sampling Technique

Convenience Sampling

percent, businessmen (approx 18
percent) and 28 percent are
students.
About
two-third
respondents belong to the Rs.1-2 lac
household annual income. It may be
noted that the sample is based in

Statistical Tools for Data Analysis

Percentage, Average and Rank Analysis

Varanasi.

Table1: Demographic Profile of the Respondents (Consumers)

In order to attain the aforesaid

Aspects

objectives, a survey was conducted
in the city of Varanasi and near rural
area of it. Therefore, the following
tables present the outcome of
survey.

Gender

Table-I presents the demographic
profile of respondents (consumers).
The profile has been presented
gender-wise, age-wise, educational
qualification-wise, family status
wise, number of family member
wise, status of employment wise and
household-income wise. An analysis
of the table reveals that the
majorities of consumers are male
and fall under the age-group of 2655 years. On the other hand,
consumers below 25 years and above
56 years account for about 25
percent and 4 percent respectively.
This further shows the strong
presence of youth generation.
Education-wise about 60 percent
respondents have post- graduation
and above degree. On the basis of
family status, about 60 percent
respondents are living in joint family
and the rest are in nuclear family.
Similarly, almost two-third of the

Items

Male
Female
Total
Age
Below 25 years
26-35 years
36-45 years
46-55years
Above 56 years
Total
Educational
Uneducated
Qualification
Upto High School
Intermediate
Graduation
Post Graduation and above
Total
Family Status
Nuclear Family
Joint Family
Total
Number of
Up to 4
Members
5-8
More than 8
Total
Status of
Unemployed
Employment
Labour & Farmer
Salaried
Businessman
Student
Others(Commission,
Profession Fee)
Total
Household
Less than 1Lac
Annual Income 1-2 Lac
(in Rs.)
2-5 Lac
More than 5 Lac
Total
Source: Questionnaire
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Number

Percentage

182
60
242
61
110
38
24
09
242
09
15
21
56
141
242
98
144
242
56
88
98
242
33
24
71
43
68
03

75.21
24.79
100.00
25.21
45.45
15.70
09.92
03.72
100.00
03.72
06.20
08.68
23.14
58.26
100.00
40.50
59.50
100.00
23.14
36.36
40.50
100.00
13.64
09.92
29.34
17.76
28.10
01.24

242
115
46
55
26
242

100.00
47.52
19.01
22.73
10.74
100.00
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Table 2: Classification of Customers
Policy

Number

No

101(Potential customers)

41.74

Yes

141 (Existing customers)

58.26

Total

242

100.00

consumers in selecting a particular
life insurance company. It is also
clear from the above analysis that

Percentage

Source: Questionnaire
Table 2 reveals about the customers
having policy or not. About threefifth of the respondents have life
insurance policy whereas rest of

benefit, return on investment,
children education and others. Thus,
it may be said that policyholders buy
life insurance for its primary

them have not life insurance policy.
Thus, it is obvious that majority of
the respondents are insured within
the sampling area. Besides, it has
also been observed that most of the
policyholders have the money back

function and role i.e. risk coverage.

policies and endowment plans of LIC
of India and few of them have more
than one policy.

In Percent
26.24

Image and Reputation
of the company

60.28

Table 3: Motives for Purchasing
Policy

High Return

08.51

Efficient Services

28.37

Reasons

Reliability of the
Company

55.32

Others (Agents’
Consultancy/Advice)

02.13

In Percent

Risk Coverage

64.54

Maturity Benefits

49.65

Return on Investment

29.08

Tax Benefit

33.33

Savings

63.83

Children Education

19.15

Child Marriage

03.55

Source: Questionnaire

It is apparent from the Table 4 that
brand image as well as trust of the
company has great impact on

and agents’ advice are the other
factors which affect the
policyholders.
Table 5 highlights the mode of
premium payment used by
policyholders. An analysis of the
table reveals that except single
premium all modes of premium
payment are equally used. Among
them, quarterly mode has the
highest frequency whereas monthly
mode secures second place. Halfyearly is used by about one-fourth
respondents while yearly mode is
the one-fifth. Single premium is
used by nominal percent of
respondents. In this way, it can be
said that quarterly mode is most
used followed by monthly, half
yearly and yearly modes.

Table 5: Mode of Premium Payment by Policyholders
Value

Frequency

Cumulative
Frequency

Monthly

1

16

16

25.00

25.00

It is evident from the Table 3 that
policyholders have several motives
for purchasing life insurance

Quarterly

2

19

35

29.69

54.69

Half Yearly

3

14

49

21.88

76.57

Yearly

4

13

62

20.31

96.88

product. Among them, risk coverage
and savings are the basic motives
followed by maturity benefits, tax

Single Premium

5

02

64

03.12

100.00

Total

64

8.51

Source: Questionnaire
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Reasons
Locational Convenience

Others (pension-old
age provision, safety
and security, and
agent’s motivation)
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Table 4: Reasons for Selecting a
Particular Life Insurance
Company

majority of the respondents have
policies of LIC of India. Besides,
market share of LIC also indicates
its strong presence in the market.
Apart from, efficient services,
locational convenience, high return

Value Label

Source: Questionnaire
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Percentage Cumulative
Percentage

100.00
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Table 6: Consumers’ Preferences towards Best Mode of Premium Payment
Value Label

Value

Frequency Cumulative Frequency

Percentage

Cumulative Percentage

Monthly

1

20

20

18.02

18.02

Quarterly

2

17

37

15.31

33.33

Half Yearly

3

24

61

21.62

54.95

Yearly

4

41

102

36.94

91.89

Single Premium

5

09

111

8.11

100.00

Total

111

100.00

Source: Questionnaire

Table 6 demonstrates the different
type of mode of premium payment
preferred by the consumers. More
than one-third consumers prefer
yearly payment of premium. About
two-fifth consumers consider halfyearly and monthly as best premium
payment modes. Less than one-fifth
of the respondents are of opines
that quarterly is the best mode of
premium payment while single

premium has been least preferred.
Therefore, it is evident that
consumers do not want to pay very
frequently. They want to pay on a

Table 7 throws light on the different
plans of LIC in terms of preferences
in the market. It is clear from the
table that prospective consumers

fixed regular interval. It further
indicates the annual financial
planning of the respondents. Apart
from, majority of the respondents
prefer to pay fixed premium rather
than flexible premium.

would like to prefer the savings
related life insurance plans like
money back and endowments plans.
Further, rank analysis reveals that
money back plan has occupied rank
one with weighted mean of 5.90 and

Table 7: Customers’ Preferences of Life Insurance Policies
Ranks

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Total

Weighted Rank
Mean

Endowment Plans

(27)
216

(24)
168

(18)
108

(23)
115

(3)
12

(3)
9

(4)
8

(9)
9

645

5.81

II

Term Policy

(14)
112

(15)
105

(26)
156

(21)
105

(23)
92

(5)
15

(4)
8

(3)
3

596

5.37

III

(11)
88

(9)
63

(12)
72

(20)
100

(25)
100

(16)
48

(9)
18

(9)
9

498

4.49

IV

(25)
200

(34)
238

(11)
66

(10)
50

(15)
60

(9)
27

(7)
14

(0)
0

655

5.90

I

Unit Linked
Insurance Plan

(13)
104

(11)
77

(19)
114

(13)
65

(12)
48

(11)
33

(20)
40

(12)
12

493

4.44

V

Children Plan

(6)
48

(4)
28

(8)
48

(9)
45

(8)
32

(38)
114

(23)
46

(15)
15

376

3.39

VII

(13)
104

(9)
63

(13)
78

(8)
40

(12)
48

(14)
42

(35)
70

(7)
7

452

4.07

VI

(10)
80

(5)
35

(4)
24

(5)
25

(8)
32

(13)
39

(10)
20

(56)
56

311

2.80

VIII

Whole-Life Policy
Money Back

Health Plan
Micro
Insurance Plan
Mean Score= 4.53
Source: Questionnaire
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total score of 655. Similarly,
endowment plan (5.81 W.M., 645
score) has attained the second rank.

followed by others problems. Other
problems include selection of
reliable agent, selection of

monthly mode are being used by
most of the policyholders, however,
respondents including non-

Term policy (5.37 W.M., 596 score)
have been preferred after
endowment plan and remained on
third rank. Whole life plans (4.49
W.M., 498 score) have acquired
fourth rank. Unit Linked Insurance

insurance company and procedure of
taking the policy.

policyholders (potential customers)
would prefer yearly mode of
premium payment. Money back,
endowment and term insurance
policy are on their top preferences.
Selection of policy is the biggest

Plans (4.44 W.M., 493 score) got the
fifth rank. Health plans with 4.07
weighted mean have secured the
sixth rank whereas Children plans
with weighted mean 3.39 have been
on seventh rank. Micro insurance
plans have been the last preference.
It can be said that money back plan,
endowment plan and term policy
are above the mean score of 4.53

maturity, absence of health benefit,
complicated official procedure, less
risk cover, tardy delivery of policy,
non-consideration of inflationary
measures, low return, and improper
care of equity linked policies. The
latter entails non-visiting of agents

problem faced by the customers.
About one-fourth of policyholders
are dissatisfied with the agents due
to non-visiting of agents after policy
sold, non-collection of renewal
premium, improper service, agents
do not remind on due-date, low
understanding of policy by agents,
agents do not solve the consumer
problems, irregular contact, agents
embezzle the customers’ money,
agents compel customers to buy a

after policy sold, non-collection of
renewal premium, improper service,
agents do not remind on due-date,
low understanding of policy by
agents, agents do not solve the
consumer problems, irregular

Table 8: Problems Faced while
Buying Policy by Policyholders

untapped market by designing need
based life insurance policies. The
contents of life insurance policies
should be uncomplicated like
banking products for better
understanding. Life insurance
business is highly based on trust and
long term relationship unlike others,
therefore, life insurers should also
involve their employees for the
rendering of services in general and
after sales service in particular.
They should not depend on agents

Selection of
insurance company

15.60

contact, agents embezzle the
customers’ money, agents compel
customers to buy a policy and do not
disclose the whole things related to
policy.

Selection of reliable
agent/ advisor

31.91

Conclusion and Suggestions

Selection of product

57.45

Procedure of taking
the policy

13.48

Others

01.42

In Percent

Source: Questionnaire
IRDAII journal October 2015

revealed about the policies
mismatch with their needs and 22.59
percent respondents (consumers)
are dissatisfied with the agents. The
former encompasses long term

and achieved the first, second and
third preferences in Varanasi by the
consumers whereas rest of the plans
have less preferences in the
concerned market.

Problems
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In the course of survey, 13.23
percent respondents (consumers)

Table 8 lays stress on the problems
confronted by the consumers
(policyholders). Selection of the
product is the biggest problem

The conclusion of study reveals that
risk coverage and savings are the
basic motives behind the purchase
of life insurance policy. Brand image
and trust are the major
determinants factors in the selection
of a life insurance company. Most of
the policyholders have the policy of
LIC of India. Quarterly mode and
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policy and do not disclose the whole
things related to policy.
On the basis of study, it is suggested
to life insurers to cover the

services as agents receive
commission not salary. Customer
relationship management should be
adopted to delight and retain the
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policyholders. A cross check should
be practiced by the employees to
detect the agents services.
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Role of CSR Activities in Insurance Industry
– Curtain Raiser for November 2015 Issue
A key impact area in corporate Governance is Corporate Social Responsibility. Towards inclusive
growth of the economy, CSR could be a game changer for which The Companies Act, 2014 has
made it mandatory for Companies to spend atleast 2% of their net profit for CSR activity. Likewise
Insurers having huge investible fund, a portion of which could be used for the upliftment of
society. Such investment in fact should not be seen as expenditure but definite dividend for
creating infrastructure for helping the poorer section of the society, besides supplementing the
socio economic impact efforts of the Government at various levels. Besides improving their
brand image, such CSR activities should have impact on increasing insurance penetration in our
country.
Keeping in view the importance of such activities having positive impact, Focus for November
2015 Journal will be "Role of CSR Activities in Insurance Industry".
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Consultant (Communication)
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The Consumer Protection Act
(CPA), 1986
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Timely delivery of services in India
is an offshoot of Consumer
Protection Act enacted in 1986.
Apart from creating the enabling
mechanism and infrastructure, it
talks of a few consumer rights which
are integral to consumer interests.
The objectives of the Central
Council as provided in Consumer
Protection Act are:

1. the right to be protected against
the marketing of goods and
services which are hazardous to
life and property.
2. the right to be informed about
the quality, quantity, potency,
purity, standard and price of
goods or services, as the case
may be so as to protect the
consumer against unfair trade
practices.
3. the right to be assured,
wherever possible, access to a
variety of goods and services at
competitive prices.
4. the right to be heard and to be
assured that consumer's
interests will receive due
consideration at appropriate
forums.
5. the right to seek redressal
against unfair trade practices or
restrictive trade practices or
unscrupulous exploitation of
consumers; and
6. the right
education.

to

consumer
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7. the right against consumer
exploitation.
A casual look in to the objectives
reveals that CPA placed lot of
importance to customers’ needs and
requirements. The very purpose of
any organization is the customer.
The customer nourishes and
nurtures an organization. Insurance
business is no exception to this rule.
In fact, the intangibility nature of
the product and the sale of promise
to be redeemed at future date of
time necessitate the necessity of
keeping on board consumer rights
on high esteem.
Consumer rights and Insurance
Business
When Consumer Protection Act was
launched in 1986 there was initial
hiccup and hesitation to embrace
the ideas gracefully by the
employees of the insurance industry.
But the realities of the times dictate
that one has to fall in line to uphold
the interests of the policyholders as
well as the institutions. The Public
Sector insurance companies quickly
put in processes the necessary
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C

ustomer service is the buzz
word in the marketing
philosophy of the last few
decades. Right to timely delivery of
services is one of the components
of customer service. Gone are the
days of laissez faire where in the
concept of ‘let the buyer beware’
was ruling game of the sales teams.
Customer service, in the current
century, has undergone various
phases from customer service to
customer delight and now the
scholastic community is discussing
‘customer sovereignty’ which talks
of producing only those goods and
services aligned to customer
interests.

The Citizens’ Charter placed ‘Right
to Information’ on high pedestal. To
ensure that the gospel of insurance
knowledge spread to the nook and
corner of the country, the CPA
pledged
the
following
commitments:
•

Educating the customers of
various options available in the
area of products and services.

•

Making insurance literature
available in regional literature.

•

Enlarging the access of the
customers to reach out to the
organization through Help lines,
Call Centers and Internet.

•

Making available the various
services to the knowledge of the
customers through Interactive
Voice Response Systems (IVRS)
and Information Kiosks.

•

Enhancing
the
content,
frequency and quality of
information through the mass
media like radio, television,
press and social media.

For the ‘Right to Timely Delivery of
Services’, the Citizen Charter talked
of reviewing the standards of service
annually, prompt customer
grievance redressal mechanisms,
feedbacks & suggestions and
embracing
Information
&
Communication Technologies (ICTs)
in a bigger way. The services are
delineated in broad categories and
service standards are fixed with
timelines and milestones. For
example, a maturity claim is to be
settled in advance and a post dated
cheque is to be issued to the
customer so as to enable him to
encash on the day of maturity. A
death claim (where there is no
investigation is required) is to be
settled within 30 days submission of
all requirements. Of course, this
deadline was reduced through the
administrative instructions from
time to time, thanks to internal
competitions among the Branches
and Divisions. To ensure that the
timelines for service deliverables
are known to the public, a
prominent display of service
standards in the notice board is also
conceived by the Citizens’ Chapter.
Similarly the opportunity to appeal
against the repudiation claim is
specified and made known to the
claimants. The service bench mark
in each area of service, viz,
registration of nomination,
assignment, issue of policy bond,
effecting revivals/ alterations,
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timelines for loan, surrender and
claim settlements etc strived in the
direction of ‘timely delivery of
services’ to the customers.
In the aftermath of liberalization
and the opening up of insurance
sector to private players, a plethora
of companies flooded the insurance
spectrum. Majority of these
companies devised the ‘Branch
Service Index meters’ (BSIM) and
aligned them to measure the
performance appraisal of the
employees. In some companies as
many as 50 service parameters are
put in the fulcrum of BSIM and are
being monitored systematically on
daily basis from the Central Server.
The Turn Around Time (TAT) for each
service deliverable is defined and
deduced to BSIM. This leaves little
scope for employees to display
lethargy on costumer interests. The
regulatory authority, IRDAI exercises
considerable influence on all the
companies by placing certain
standards of service delivery to be
adhered to by the insurance
companies. The IRDAI, as a
grievance redressal authority, also
registers all complaints of the
customers and ensure timely
redressal of the grievances.
An evaluation of Citizens Charter
and the Initiatives of Insurance
Companies
Majority of insurance companies in
India have placed certain definite
procedures for the timely delivery
of services. All the branches are
fully computerized both in public
and private sector and a customer
can have any type of policy service
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mechanisms and systems to be in
tune with the calls of the time. The
announcement of ‘Citizen Charter’
by the Public Sector giant in 2003
was major step in that direction.
The Citizens’ Chapter committed to
its customers prompt, efficient and
courteous service; act as trustees
of their funds; conduct the business
with utmost economy; building
enduring relationships and keep the
customers informed about the
products and services. For achieving
the commitments the strategy
devised was to deal with the
customer in transparent manner,
explain the rationale behind all
decisions, designing tailor made
products to suit the needs of
customers, and compensatory
mechanism wherever there is
service deficiency.
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Status of Grievances 2013-14
Insurer

Outstanding
as on 31.03.2013

Grievances Reported
during 2013-14

Resolved during
2013-14

Outstanding as at
31.03.2014

LIC

544

85284

85828

0

Private

680

289336

288836

1180

Total

1224

374620

374664

1180

Source: IRDA Annual report 2013-14, Page 73
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in any branch of the respective
company across the spectrum of
India. Most of the companies have
adopted the Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs)
for upgrading service standards. Yet
we find that consumer complaints
have not come down over the
periods. The IRDAI website and its
annual reports speak volumes of
customer dissatisfaction in the
areas of misselling, unfair business
practices, and policy service related
complaints. The following table
reveals the picture:
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A dis-satisfied customer spreads the
message of dissatisfaction to the
detriment of organizations’
interests. Companies, in their
anxiety to meet their targets,
appear to have not taken this aspect
seriously. The secondary literature
also talks of insurance illiteracy in
the rural India. The fact that less
than 25% of the insurable population
in India is insured talks in louder
terms the effectiveness of ICTs that
are put to use by the insurance
companies. The digital divide with
regard to insurance needs is to be
bridged on priority basis. Similarly
the ICTs are to be effectively used
to curb the alarming frauds within
the companies which otherwise
fritter away the productive
resources for private gains. The very

existence of insurance companies
acting as trustees with fiduciary
nature of management gets
defeated if the ICTs prove
ineffective in curbing frauds. A
transparent operational procedure
and clean governance go a long way
in enhancing the customer trust in
the companies. The present
Government’s Digital India
campaign to make ‘corruption- free
India’ needs to be emulated by the
insurance companies for their own
benefit. The advantage of Digital
India needs to be utilized fully in
order to spread the message of
insurance and financial literacy in
rural India. More innovative
strategies are to be unleashed for
information dissemination and
awareness of insurance products
and services.

of insurers for keeping their
customers in delight. Yet this right
cannot be ignored as the raison
d’être of an insurance company is
its
customer.
Insurance
management is based on the
philosophy of trusteeship and no one
can ignore this noble aspect. A
customer who pays for his claim
needs to be taken care of by the
insurance companies through the
instrument of timely deliverables
and customer satisfaction.

Conclusion
Right to timely delivery services in
insurance sector is an unwritten
Magna carta in the hands of the
customers in Indian perspective.
There is no law specifying this
inalienable right (except, of course,
the Consumer Protection Act) in the
insurance perspective. The
Turnaround Times (TAT), Citizen
Charter, The Branch Service Index
Meters (BSIM) and the like are the
self imposed obligations on the part
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Consumer Care and
Policyholders’ Protection
- P.C.James

However a consumer led approach
will never be detrimental to an
insurer. In business, it is said that
only the customer is revenue and
everything else is cost. Every
business when it starts begins on the
principle that they have a unique
value to offer that is attractive to
customers.
However
as
organisations grow and spread, the
focus moves away from service to
revenue growth which may
encourage growth based on push
strategies that tends to mislead and
exploit the customer by ‘down the
line’ employee or intermediary.
Insurance is a credence business,
where if the frontline chooses make
transactions that are exploitative,
credence begins to erode and all
‘strategic’ approaches by those at
the very top actually becomes
counterproductive. This is more so
because insurance is complex in line
with risks covered which are
dynamic and volatile and the nature
of protection varies from policy to
policy in ‘inexplicable ways’ for the
customer. Hence there is significant
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information asymmetry and
confusion, and the core value of the
insurance intermediary is the
removal asymmetric and dissonant
information between both parties.
The old approach of traditional
insurers leading to one-sided
contracts is now frowned upon
severely and has to be given up not
only in policy contract terms but
also through manifest improvement
in conduct. Forward looking
insurance companies will engage in
a cultural shift away from mindsets
of exploitation of the customer to
the new paradigms of enthusing
customers through contract
certainty approaches and treating
customers fairly (TCF).
Mis-selling and hype-selling modes
of the old days will be replaced by
a structured and need based method
of providing clear information and
relevant advice. Information will be
in the objective and factual mode
and advice will be in the need based
subjective mode, in sync with the
life-cycle need of the customer.
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I

nsurance is a public good, and is
a ‘solidarity’ based business as
all those at risk contribute to the
premium pool and the few who
suffered losses that have been
covered are indemnified from the
pooled money. This makes insurance
a play on policyholder money. The
money of the promoter is used as
capital to ensure that the
policyholder liabilities are paid even
if there is a spike in the loss/
expense ratio, owing to the
negligence of the promoter or a
genuine catastrophe. Insurance
contracts are unique in that
insurance is a business of ‘utmost
good faith’ but the glare of onus for
good faith from the customer side
was so much in the past that the
insurer duty of good faith was
mostly overlooked. However in this
age of consumer rights, the focus
has shifted to the duties of insurers
towards customers, and ‘conduct
risk’ is emerging as an overarching
risk above insurers’legal and
regulatory obligations.
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Consumer movements, legislative
enactments and repeated judicial
punitive action have also steadily
built up pressures especially against
the financial sector service
providers, because the products are
found to be not only intangible, but
also are in the nature of promises.
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An insurer reneging on the promise
to honour a compensation in case
of a contingency occurring that is
covered, resulting in a loss or and
tragedy, will create a further
tragedy if the claim is turned down,
and this can invite the wrath of
everyone concerned. Pre-empting
severe condemnation by any
authority in this, requires customer
complaints to be taken seriously and
have the root causes analysed and
corrected. Legal forums and
regulatory authorities will insist on
rectifications of service failure and
will increasingly impose fines,
penalties and/or ex-gratia
payments. More important for
insurers is the reputational loss that
can take place,and in the context
of insurance being a credence
product such sinking of trust can
have long term corrosive effect on
the future success of an insurance
company.
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Insurance is recognised as a
necessary protection tool by
consumers and important in an
environment where risk taking and
asset creation is crucial for success.
Wherever investments are made
there are risks that need proper
underwriting action not only to
cover the risks but even more
important to understand the risks
and work with the business owners

and financiers to analyse the risks,
minimise the risks and then transfer
non-retainable risks to sound
insurers and reinsurers. Insurance is
universally seen as an indicator of
development and its penetration is
considered an important barometer
of progress as risks are increasing
which need to be transferred to
prudent commercial entities so that
the citizen and the society are
properly indemnified in case of
losses, and developmental fruits
achieved are not lost owing to
unforeseen contingencies. In
addition insurance is seen to have
considerable social value and is an
important public good as the society
or community are not to bear
directly or indirectly the costs of
losses.
However, the impetus to use of
insurance is hampered because
consumers find that insurance
concepts and practices are complex
and its terms and conditions difficult
to understand and interpret. The
fine print can be always be used
against the customer. There are
considerable search costs in buying
insurance and the asymmetries of
information in the system can also
work against the insured. Therefore
intermediaries are often required to
assist customers in their search for
the right products and for proper
advice. Due to the complexities of
the product the fear of being misssold are also considerable. The
promise of compensation against the
occurrence of a future contingency
is tangibilized by means of a written
contract. As the contract can be
couched in complex terms, there is
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the need for detailed advice
procedures including ‘dos and
don’ts’ to the policyholder. The
customer must be provided not only
the policy contract but also a copy
of the proposal form and immediate
endorsement of all the changes
intimated with confirmatory copy to
the customer, so that in case of a
loss leading to dispute the insured
is enabled to take action in
grievance procedures or legal
redress.
When buying a cover it is thought
that the customer has an incentive
to bring in elements of adverse
selection and moral hazard, and
therefore proposal forms are
scrutinised carefully and claims
even more so. However, contrary to
what insurers feel is their risk,
consumer bodies and courts at times
are required to remind insurers that
utmost good faith is also an equally
onerous duty on the part of the
insurer and insurers should not take
advantage of the vulnerabilities
consumers face in the contract to
deny claims and services. This is
especially important in case of mass
sold policies which are one way
contracts and the insured is forced
to comply with the unequal clauses
that may be contained in them.
Similarly while Insureds may play
the game of adverse selection,
insurers are also accused of
practicing what is called ‘cherry
picking’ and ‘bad faith’ claims. In
many markets there have been
complaints of discrimination and
exclusion such as ‘red lining’ by
which persons living in poorer areas
may not be considered suitable for
coverage.

Thus in the pursuit of consumer
equity and welfare, the insurance

sector was opened up and the IRDAI
has licensed various new players in
the public and private sector to
widen the offerings and choices to
consumers and bring in much
needed capital as the industry
requires high capital infusion in the
face of the huge potential seen in
the country. An important aspect of
consumer welfare is inclusion, and
the Insurance Act has taken care to
enforce rural and social obligations
on the insurers. The developmental
aspects of insurance are thus an
important area of concern
especially in areas that have not
been touched before by insurers.
India is among those that are clearly
underinsured as per the world
averages. Insurance inclusion
initiatives have seen many
milestones but the actual inclusion
duty lies on insurers and
intermediaries to reach protection
to everyone. There is an increasing
conviction that insurance inclusion
is essential as a tool to protect and
sustain economic development and
hence inclusion itself is seen as a
part of consumer protection.
Many issues of service arise in the
product areas that are of
importance
for
consumer
protection. There is the need for
rectitude in selling, with proper
disclosures and transparency in the
sales process. Insurers need to do
considerable capacity building
among the agency force they have
recruited, and ensure that the sales
processes they follow are constantly
upgraded. Then, there has to be
considerable clarity in the area of
rating. The actuarial dictum is that
prices should be adequate, not
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unfairly discriminatory and not
excessive is to be followed. It has
to be ensured that the insurer has
the capacity to pay claims when
losses take place. The capacity issue
emerges when insurers tend to
reject claims arbitrarily citing
technical and other unsound reasons
and subsequently in loading
premiums excessively (e.g. in health
insurance), or in restricting covers,
or imposing arbitrary deductibles
and so on. It is well known that
insurers while developing their
products have to look closely at
experience and exposures, and be
well aware of the claim
development processes. Therefore
in class rates it is not in the interest
of the consumer to penalise an
individual insured merely because
a claim has arisen, or restrict covers
all on a sudden to persons beyond a
certain age who are coverable as
per the prospectus and other
documents of the insurer. Every
action of the insurer has to be
justified in terms of class equity and
unless there are instances of fraud
or misrepresentation, it would be
wrong to target individual
customers in class rated products.
So also there cannot be inequities
within a class of business so as to
result in a situation where group or
corporate business is subsidised and
individual insureds are penalised on
the plea that the portfolio is
bleeding. Pricing asymmetries
wherever found need to be closely
analysed and rectified for sustaining
consumer confidence and ensuring
orderly market development.
Other expectations of consumers
are
also
of
considerable
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Customer welfare has always been
analysed by economists and social
thinkers in terms of their having the
freedom to choose from among
various options based on their
perceptions of value and costs.
Therefore the concept of a free
market has been an ideal where
market forces will compete and
arrive at the right economic prices
for
services
rendered.
Entrepreneurs with value offerings
driven by innovation can also
transform markets and profit from
their offerings till competitors catch
up with their innovations. However
it is often seen that markets fail or
get manipulated and monopolistic
tendencies or cartelisation crop up
necessitating the customer to pay
high prices and suffer poor quality.
Therefore apart from core laws,
legislation has set up regulatory
systems worldwide to regulate
specific industries and ensure that
the markets do not exploit the
customer. The IRDA of India has been
constituted with the specific
objective of consumer protection,
and to enable it do so, it is
empowered to regulate all the
players in the insurance sector. It
has also allied itself with the other
regulators in the financial sector to
monitor the convergence of
financial sector players in their
various
linked
activities.
Additionally most global regulators
also have joined the global
association of insurance supervisors,
to study and implement global best
practices in the area of regulation
to ensure consumer protection.
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importance. Renewal of the policy
is an area of critical concern and
there should be provision to inform
the policyholder well in advance of
the expiry date if the insurance is
not going to be renewed or the
terms are to be restricted. Even
where the terms of renewal is
subject to terms being mutually
agreed, the clause cannot serve as
a means of avoiding renewal by
insisting on very high renewal
premium. Even if the renewal is not
guaranteed or automatic in a class
of business such as health, there is
a normal expectation of continuity
going by the use of clauses offering
no claim discount and specifying
upper age limits in cover. The
continuity promise should be
honoured unless there are clearly
determined and legally sustainable
reasons to do so. Similarly
cancellation of policy has to be
justified and stand the test of
scrutiny, if required, by independent
authority.
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It is well understood that the terms
and conditions of cover should be
fair between the insurer and the
insured. Conditions and warranties
should be reasonable and capable
of compliance. Exclusions should
not be framed in such a manner that
the value of insurance is lost.
Similarly policyholders should not be
forced to buy covers that they do
not need as a pre-condition for
being granted a cover that they
need. The procedures they need to
comply with in case of claims should
be clearly spelt out, and should be
within the compliance capabilities
of the customer.

In the interests of the consumer, the
Authority has come out with specific
Regulations. Noteworthy in this
connection are the following
Regulations:
•

Insurance Advertisement and
Disclosure Regulations 2000

•

Protection of Policyholders’
Interests Regulations 2002

In the regulations dealing with
various intermediaries’, codes of
conduct has been laid down, with a
view among other things, to ensure
that proper service is rendered and
disclosures are made to the
consumer.
The next level of growth and success
of insurance, will be on the back of
actions taken by the industry in the
area of consumer concerns and
protection of their interests and
redressal of their grievances.
Insurance growth has always in the
early stages of the industry been
sustained by the compulsions given
to insurance coverage by financiers
and compulsory insurances imposed
by the law. In moving up the growth
curve insurance will have to move
from the need for ‘compulsion’ to
giving consumer the ‘conviction’
platform where consumers can
evaluate, choose and buy based on
factors of ease of use and the
reputation of the insurer. To
accelerate this stage of growth,
insurance has to be made more and
more desirable through fair and
trustworthy dealings and focus on
certainty of indemnifiable outcomes
in cases of covered losses.
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Consumer care and protection has
to move to the mainstream of the
sector and into every aspect of the
industry. Law and regulations
stipulate customer care charters
and time-based mandates to
rendering of services. Rights of
customers are now part of every
service industry and are increasingly
taken note of by institutions that
have the duty of customer
protection. When this ‘onus of care’
for insurance customers will further
move downstream and become part
of the culture and conduct of all
players in the insurance sector,
society would have a developmental
and sustainability capability that is
linked to a robust insurance
framework, because in the world of
today, risk taking is necessary but
losses are increasing, and the
solutions to indemnify lie with
insurers. Reaching such certainty to
the citizen is the core value of
insurance for the society.

P.C.James, Chair Professor, NIA,
Pune
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_| OmJê$H$Vm CËnÞ H$aZo Ho$ {bE gwgJ§ V à`mg ^r H$a ahm h¡Ÿ& "nm°{bgrYmaH$m| Ho$ {hVm| H$m g§ajU' AnZm gdm}n[a bú` hmoZo Ho$
H$maU AmB©AmaS>rEAmB© ~r_m CÚmoJ _| {d{^Þ {hVYmaH$m| Ûmam godm H$s JwUdÎmm _| d¥{Õ H$aZo H$s {Xem _| à`mg H$aZm Omar aIoJmŸ&
_oam {dídmg h¡ {H$ ~mOma Ho$ g^r {Ibm{‹S>`m| Ho$ gh`moJ go h_ nm°{bgrYmaH$m| Ho$ {bE ~ohVa godm gw{ZpíMV H$a gH|$JoŸ&

Q>r.Eg. {dO`Z
AÜ`j
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_wPo àgÞVm h¡ {H$ àñVwV A§H$ _| àH$m{eV AmboIm| _| ~r_m godmAm| Ho$ g_` na {dVaU Ho$ {d{^Þ nhbwAm| H$mo g_m{dï> {H$`m J`m
h¡Ÿ& H$m°anmoaQo > gm_m{OH$ Xm{`Ëd (grEgAma) Ho$ _hËd H$mo Ü`mZ _| aIVo hþE OZ©b Ho$ AJbo A§H$ H$m \$moH$g ""~r_m CÚmoJ _|
H$m°anmoaQo > Xm{`Ëd g§~Y§ r J{V{d{Y`m| H$s ^y{_H$m'' na ahoJmŸ&
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~r_m _| godmAm| H$s g_` na gwXwX©Jr H$m A{YH$ma {H$VZm Oéar?
S>m°. AO` Hw$_ma {_lm

~r_m Am¡a godm EH$ hr {g¸o$ Ho$ Xmo nhby h¡, Cg gw{dYm H$mo àmá H$a bo, dmo ^r H$_ go H$_

hmoVr h¡, {Oggo Z Ho$db CZH$s OéaVm| H$s

{~Zm godm Ho$ ~r_m Ho$ {dH$mg H$s H$ënZm Zh§r bmJV na Ÿ&~r_m joÌ Ho$ {ZarH$aU Ho$ nümV²

ny{V© hmoVr h¡ ~pëH$ H$ånZr _| {dœmg ^r _O~yV

H$s Om gH$Vr h¡Ÿ& AmO Ho$ Bg AmYw{ZH$V_ ~r_m H$ån{Z`m| Zo H$B© _hËdnyU© Zr{V`m| H$mo

hmoVm h¡Ÿ& `{X XoI Om` Vmo b^JJ g_ñV ~r_m

`wJ _| Ohm± à{V`mo{JVm AnZo Ma_ na h¡ Am¡a gyMZm Am¡a àm¡Úmo{JH$s go Omo‹S> H$a godmAm| H$m

H$ån{Z`m± ~r_m CËnmX H$m {dH«$` H$a ahr h¡

Am_ OZVm _| AnZr gmI Am¡a CnpñW{V H$s {dñVma {H$`m h¡Ÿ& AmO Am_ OZVm H$s Anojm`|

Am¡ a ~mOma go àmá [aQ> Z © Ho $ AZw g ma

A{_Q> N>mn N>mo‹S>Zo Ho$ {b`o `h Amdí`H$ h¡ ^r godmAm| H$mo boH$a nhbo go A{YH$ hþB© h¡

nm°{bgrYmaH$m| H$mo Omo{I_ gwajm Ho$ gmW

H$s Ëd[aV én go ~r_m godm àXmZ {H$`m Om`Ÿ& Am¡a _m§J ^r ~‹T> ahr h¡, Z Ho$db nm°{bgrYmaH$m|

^wJVmZ àXmZ H$a ahr h¡Ÿ& `{X Am¡gZ bm^,

^maV _| O~ go {S>{OQ>b godmAm| H$m ì`mnH$ H$mo ~pëH$ ~r_m A{^H$Vm© A m| Ed§ AÝ`

naånamJV CËnmX _| XoIm Om` Vmo _m_ybr A§Va

àMma-àgma hþAm h¡, Img H$a _mZZr` àYmZ gh`mo{J`m| H$mo ^r Ëd[aV godm H$s Amdí`H$Vm

~r_m H$ån{Z`m| Ho$ [aQ>Z© _| {XImB© XoJmŸ& EH$

_§Ìr Za|Ð _moXr Or Ho$ H$m`©H$mb _|, dV©_mZ
{MÌ-1

g_` _| àË`oH$ Cn^moº$m Ka ~¡R>o gmar gw{dYmE±
Ho$db EH$ pŠbH$ na nmZm MmhVm h¡Ÿ& Bgr H$m
Xygam nhby `h ^r h¡ {H$ AmO H$s ^mJ_-^mJ
qOXJr _| bmoJm| Ho$ nmg g_` H$m AË`§V Am^md
h¡, ì`{º$ godm H$mo àmá H$aZo Ho$ {b`o g~go
gab _mÜ` H$mo Ty>T>Vm {Oggo CgH$m l_ Am¡a
IRDAII journal October 2015

YZ XmoZm| ~M nm`| Am¡a O~ gab _mÜ`_ Zht
àmá hmoVo Vmo ñd`§ CnpñWV hmoH$a Cg godm H$mo
àmá H$aZm MmhVm h¡Ÿ& ñd`§ CnpñWV hmoZo na
CgH$m àmW{_H$ bú` hmoVm h¡ {H$ {H$VZr OëXr
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_hËdnyU© ~mV Omo H$s ~r_m godm h¡ dhr EH$

_| J«mhH$m| H$m {hV Z à^m{dV hmoŸ& ~r_m

~r_m _| godmAm| H$s g_` na gwnwX©Jr H$m

Xygar ~r_m H$ånZr H$mo CZgo AbJ bm I‹S>m

H$ånZ{`m±, ^maVr` ~r_m {d{Z`m_H$ Ed§ {dH$mg

A{YH$ma H$s Anojm J«mhH$ godm H$mo ~ohVa

H$aVm h¡Ÿ&

àm{YH$aU g_`-g_` na OmJéH$Vm A{^`mZ

~ZmZm Amdí`H$: AmO Ho$ ì`dgm` Ho$

MbmH$a J«mhH$m| H$mo {Z`_ H$mZyZm| go ^r AdJV

dV©_mZ ñdén _| `h AË`{YH$ _hËddyU© hmo

~r_m _| godmAm| H$s g_` na gwnwX©Jr H$m

H$amVo ahVo h¡ {Oggo J«mhH$ AnZo {hVm| Ho$ ~mao

J`m h¡ H$s ~r_m H$ån{Z`m± J«mhH$m| Ho$ ì`dhma

A{YH$ma {H$VZm Amdí`H$: H$hVo h¡ EH$

_| AÀN>o go g_P bo Am¡a {H$gr ^r g§H$Q> H$s

H$mo OmZoŸ& EH$ J«mhH$ H$ånZr go Š`m AnojmEo

g§Vwï> J«mhH$ Oéar Zht H$s AnZo joÌ _| ~r_m

pñW{V _| `o Z g_Po H$s dh \$g J`m h¡Ÿ& ~r_m

aIVm h¡Ÿ& AmO Ohm± {XZ-à{V{XZ AnojmE§ ~‹T>

H$ånZr H$s MMm© H$ao `m {H$gr H$mo ~r_m H$ånZr

H$ån{Z`m| H$s Zrd hr J«mhH$m| na {Q>H$s hþB© h¡

ahr h¡ dht ~r_m H$ån{Z`m| Ho$ nmg AÀN>o

go ~r_m boZo Ho$ {b`o AZwe§gm H$a|, naÝVw EH$

Am¡a H$mmoB© ~r_m H$ånZr N>bH$nQ> H$aHo$, AnZo

gh`moJ Ho$ én _| H$B© {dH$ën _m¡OyX {OgH$mo

Ag§Vwï> J«mhH$ {Zg§Xoh n[a{MV Am¡a Ana{MV

ì`dgm` H$mo XyaJm_r Zht n§hþMm gH$Vr h¡Ÿ&

AnZmH$a ~r_m H$ån{Z`m§± J«mhH$m| H$mo Ëd[aV

g_ñV bmoJm| go ~r_m H$ånZr go CËnmX Z boZo

^maVr` ~r_m {d{Z`m_H$ Ed§ {dH$mg àm{YH$aU

én go ~r_m godm àXmZ H$a gH$Vr h¡Ÿ& dV©_mZ

Ho$ {b`o Oéa H$hoJm Ÿ& Bg_| {H$gr H$m H$moB© Xmof

Ho$ {Z`_m| Ho$ AYrZ ~r_m H$ån{Z`m± ~r_m godm

n[adoe _| gyMZm Am¡a àm¡Úmo{JH$s H$m Cn`moJ

Zht `h _mZ d¥{Îm hr h¡Ÿ& AmO gaH$ma Zo H$B©

XoZo H$mo ~mÜ` h¡Ÿ& A{YH$m§e ~r_m H$ån{Z`m±

^bo hr Cƒ bJV dmbm hmo na àmá n[aUm_ go

H$mZyZm| H$mo nm[aV H$a Am_ AmX_r H$m A{YH$ma

{Z{hV g_` gr_m Ho$ nhbo godm àXmZ H$a ahr

`h Amem Oéa H$s Om gH$Vr h¡ H$s J«mhH$ H$s

H$mZyZZ A{Zdm`© H$a {X`m h¡, naÝVw Ü`mZ XoZo

h¡Ÿ& dV©_mZ ì`dñWm H$mo XoI H$a `h H$hm Om

Amdí`º$m Ka ~¡R>o àmá hmoVr ahoJr gmW hr

dmbr ~mV `h h¡ H$s CZ A{YH$mam| H$m Cn`moJ

gH$Vm h¡ H$s A{YH$ma àmXZ H$aZo H$s Anojm

~r_m H$ånZr H$m {dH$mg ^r hmoVm ahoJmŸ&

dht bmoJ H$a nm aho h¡h Omo H$s OmJéH$ h¡Ÿ&

OmJéH$Vm A{^`mZ _| VoOr bm`r Om`o Am¡a

{S>{OQ>a ZdmMma Ho$ _mÜ`_ go ~r_m _| J«mhH$

`m{Z H$s EH$ ~mV `h ñnï> én go {ZH$bH$a

ñHy$b H$mboOmo Ho$ nmR²>`H«$_ _| ~r_m H$mo em{_b

godm H$mo Am¡a A{YH$ à^mdembr ~Zm`m Om

gm_Zo Am ahr h¡ H$s bmoJm| _| OmJéH$Vm bmZm

H$a BgHo$ ~mao _| àMma-àgma {H$`m Om`Ÿ& BgH$m

gH$Vm h¡ AmO VoOr go B§Q>aZoQ> à`moJ H$aZo dmbm|

AË`{YH$ _hËdnyU© h¡ Z H$s CÝh| A{YH$ma

{Zg§Xoh XyaJm_r n[aUm_ àmá hmoJmŸ&

H$s g§»`m ~‹T> ahr h¡ Am¡a {XZ-à{V{XZ bmoJ

àXmZ H$aZmŸ& ~r_m ì`dgm` Ho$ g§X^© _| H$hm
{MÌ-2
Om gH$Vm h¡ H$s ~r_m joÌ Ho$ {ZOrH$aU Ho$

~

.,._,,,..__

{_b ahr h¡ Am¡a BZ à{V`mo{JVmAm| H$m bm^

~Iii

àË`j Vm¡a na J«mhH$m| H$mo àmá hmo ahm h¡Ÿ& `m{Z
H$s ~r_m H$ån{Z`m± ñd`§ _| ào[aV hmoH$a J«mhH$m|
Ho$ {hVm| H$mo g_P ahr h¡ Am¡a CÝh| ~ohVa
gw{dYmE± àXmZ H$aZo Ho$ {b`o nyU© én go H${Q>~Õ
h¡Ÿ& BZHo$ A{V[aº$ ^maVr` ~r_m {d{Z`m_H$
Am¡a {dH$mg àm{YH$aU Zo J«mhH$m| Ho$ {hVm| H$mo
gdm}nar aIm h¡ Am¡a ~r_m H$ånZr go CËnÞ
{H$gr ^r {ddmX H$mo gwbPmZo Ho$ {b`o AbJ-
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AbJ {dH$ën {X`m hþAm h¡, `m{Z H$s ha hmb
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nümV² Bg joÌ _| ì`mnH$ à{V`mo{JVm XoIZo H$mo
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ñ_mQ>© \$moZ go OwS> aho h¡Ÿ& Jm±d hmo `m eha g~

godm H$s Amdí`H$Vm {ZYm©[aV g_`md{Y na

_| Z`o {gao go gmoMZo H$s OéaV h¡Ÿ& AV: `h

OJh B§Q>aZoQ> go OwS> H$a ì`dñWm H$m bm^ CR>m

hr n‹S>Vr h¡Ÿ&

ñnï> h¡ H$s dV©_mZ n[adoe _| ~r_m _| godmAm|
H$s g_` na gw n w X © J r Ho $ A{YH$ma H$s

aho h¡Ÿ& H|$Ð Am¡a amÁ` gaH$mam| Zo ^r gyMZm
Am¡a àm¡Úmo{JH$s H$mo ì`dhma _| Yrao-Yrao

{ZîH$f©: ~r_m joÌ Ho$ {ZOrH$aU Ho$ nümV² ~r_m

Amdí`H$Vm Zhr h¡Ÿ& àMma-àgma _| d¥{Õ H$a,

H$ån{Z`m± ñdV§Ì én go ~r_m {d{Z`m_H$ Ed§

OmJéH$Vm A{^`mZ MbmH$a, nmR²>`H«$_ _| ~r_m

{dH$mg àm{YH$aU Ho$ {Z`§ÌU _| H$m`© gånm{XV

H$mo em{_b H$a AÀN>o ~r_m {dH$mg H$s XyaJm_r

H$a ahr h¡Ÿ& {ZOrH$aU Ho$ nümV² J«mhH$m| Ho$ nmg

H$ënZm H$s Om gH$Vr h¡Ÿ&

A{Zdm`© H$aVr Om ahr h¡ {OgHo$ AmYma na
`h AZw_mZ bJm`m Om gH$Vm h¡ H$s AmZo dmbo
{XZm| _| Xoe H$m ha H$moZm gyMZm Am¡a àm¡Úmo{JH$s
{dH$ën Ho$ én _| H$B© ~r_m H$ån{Z`m± Ed§ CZHo$
go Ow‹S>m hþAm hmoJmŸ& BgHo$ Abmdm J«mhH$ Ho$
AmH$f©H$ ~r_m CËnmX H$m _m¡OyX hmoZm h¡Ÿ& EH$
{dœmg Am¡a _m§J _| n[adV©Z Ho$ AZwén godm
g_` Wm O~ Am_ OZVm Ho$ nmg {dH$ën Ho$
àXmZ H$aZo H$s ^r OéaV h¡Ÿ& `{X J«mhH$
én _| H$momB© ^r ~r_m H$ånZr {dÚ_mZ Zht Wr
naånamJV CËnmX boZo Ho$ {b`o BÀNw>H$ h¡ Vmo
Am¡a J«mhH$ Ho$ nmg _mÌ ^maVr` OrdZ ~r_m
Cgo {H$gr ^r Vah go AÝ` CËnmX Z ~oMm Om`Ÿ&
{ZJ_ hr EH$ _mÌ ~r_m godm àXmVm _m¡OyX WmŸ&
^maV _| ~r_m Ho$ joÌ _| gbmh, {~H«$s Am¡a
AmO ì`mnH$ {dH$ën Ho$ én _| {d{^Þ CËnmX,
godm Ho$ C^aVo _m°S>b H$mo ZrMo {XE JE {MÌ go
CËnmX go àmá hmoZo dmbo bm^, ~r_m H$ån{Z`m±,
AmgmZr go g_Pm Om gH$Vm h¡Ÿ& Bg _m°S>b Ho$
ñdñÏ` à{V`mo{JVm H$m bm^, Am¡a J«mhH$ godm
AZwén ~r_m H$ån{Z`m± ~r_m godm Zr{V _|
H$s loð> ì`dñWm CnbãY h¡Ÿ& gmW hr ^maVr`
~Xbmdm bmH$a Cgo Am¡a à^mdembr ~Zm
~r_m {d{Z`m_H$ H$m J«hH$m| Ho$ {b`o àmW{_H$
gH$Vr h¡Ÿ&
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én go Ü`mZ aIZo Am¡a gh`moJ H$aZo dmbo gaH$ma
J«mhH$ godm H$s _m§J _| H$_r bmZo Ho$ {b`o ~r_m

Ho$ à{V{Z{Y Ho$ én _| VQ>ñW {Z`m_H$ _m¡OyX

H$ån{Z`m± dV©_mZ CËnmX nmoQ>©\$mo{b`mo _| ^r

h¡, Omo H$B© dfm] go `h gw{Z{üV H$a ahm h¡ H$s

n[adV©Z H$a gH$Vr h¡ Am¡a AmJo CËnÞ hmoZo

J«mhH$m| Ho$ {hVm| H$s AZXoIr V{ZH$ ^r Z hmoŸ&

dmbo à{VñnYm© H$m gm_Zm H$aZo Ho$ {bE nhbo

Eogo _| ~r_m _| godmAm| H$s g_` na gwnwX©Jr Ho$

go V¡`ma H$aZr Mm{hE gmW hr CËnmX H$m {Z_m©U

A{YH$ma H$s Amdí`º$m H$_ go H$_ dV©_mZ

H$_ bmJV na H$a| Ed§ CËnmX _| nmaX{e©Vm ~‹T>mZo

ñdén _| Zht _hgyg hmoVr h¡, hm± `hm± EH$ ~mV

H$s OéaV h¡, {Oggo {Zg§Xoh J«mhH$ godm H$s

Ü`mZ XoZo `mo½` h¡ H$s - H$B© ~r_m H$ån{Z`m±

_m§J _| H$_r Am`oJrŸ& JbV {~H«$s na ^r amoH$

~XbVo ~mOma Am¡a Cn^moº$m J{VerbVm Ho$

bJmH$a ~r_m H$ån{Z`m± J«mhH$ godm _| H$_r

gmW Vmb_ob Zht ~Zm aI nm ahr h¡ Am¡a J«mhH$m|

bm gH$Vr h¡Ÿ& gmYmaUV: JbV {~H«$s hmoZo H$s

H$s AnojmAm| H$mo nyam H$aZo _| A~ VH$ AÝ`

pñW{V _| J«mhH$ H$mo H$B© AmH$pñ_H$ godmAm|

CÚmoJm| go nrN>o h¡hŸ& n[aUm_ ñdén J«mhH$ CZHo$

H$s OéaV n‹S> gH$Vr h¡ O~{H$ `{X ~r_m CËnmX

gmW bå~o g_` VH$ Ow‹S>o Zht ah nm aho h¡Ÿ& Bg

J«mhH$ Ho$ AZwén {H$`m J`m hmo Vmo nm°{bgr

Vah H$s ~r_m H$ån{Z`m| H$mo J«mhH$ godm Ho$ ~ma|
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S>m°. AO` Hw$_ma {_lm, ghmam B§{S>`m
OrdZ ~r_m H§$nZr {b{_Q>oS>, bIZC,
{dMma boIH$ Ho$ ì`{º$JV h¢Ÿ&

I

~r_m godm H${Q>~ÕVm - A~ hmo A{YH$ma h_mam

`h gZmVZ h¡ {H$ A{YH$ma ~bembr na hr
emo^m`_mZ hmoVo h¡ - Ohm± e{º$ Zht, dhm§
A{YH$mam| H$m H$moB© àíZ Zht Ÿ& g^r e{º$ H$s
hr AmamYZm H$aVo h¡Ÿ& ~mhþ~br amOm AnZo go
{Zeº$ amOm H$mo hamH$a CgH$m amÁ` AnZo amÁ`
_| {db` H$aVo aho h¡Ÿ& emóm| H$s nyOm H${bH$mb
go hmoVr ahr h¡Ÿ& àmaãY H$mb _| dZ _| O~
Am{X _mZd Zo AnZo H$mo O§Jbr OmZdmbm| go
{Yam nm`m Vmo OrdZ H$s gwajm hoVw MH$_H$
nËWa go A{¾ H$s ImoO H$sŸ& A{¾ Zo EH$ Amoa,
O§Jbr OmZdam| go CgH$s ajm H$s, Vmo Xygar
Amoa ^moOZ nH$mZo H$m _mÜ`_ ~ZrŸ& nH$m ImZm
ñdm{Xï> bJm, A{¾ R>S§ > go ~Mmd H$m _mJ© ~ZrŸ&
VXwnamÝV Jwbob, Vra, H$_mZ, ^mbm, ~aN>r
Am{X Aó-eóm| H$m {Z_m©U àmaå^ hþAmŸ& `wÕ
_| bm^H$mar OmZdam| H$mo ^r AnZo Xb _|
{_bm`m OmZo bJmŸ& KmoS>o Am¡a hm{W`m| na ~¡R>H$a
`wÕ hmoZo bJoŸ&
g_mO H$m T>m§Mm O¡go-O¡go {dñVma nmVm J`m,
AZoH$ àH$ma Ho$ {ddmX ^r CËnÞ hmoZo bJoŸ&
Ý`m`-ì`dñWm ñd`§ amOm Ho$ AYrZ hmoVr WrŸ&
{ddmX H$s pñW{V _| amOm ñd`§ Ho$ {ddoH$ go

{ZU©` H$aVm WmŸ& g§Kr` gaH$ma ñWm{nV hmoZo
na gd©_mÝ` g§{dYmZ H$m {Z_m©U {H$`m OmZo
bJmŸ& g§{dYmZ Ho$ {Xem-{ZX}em| H$m nmbZ H$aZm
àË`oH$ ZmJ[aH$ H$m H$Îmì` Ed§ Xm{`Ëd hmoVm
h¡Ÿ& g§{dYmZ _| ZmJ[aH$m| Ho$ _yb^yV A{YH$mam|
H$m ñnï> {ddaU hmoVm h¡Ÿ& g§{dYmZ _| Kmo{fV
_yb^yV A{YH$mam| H$mo {H$gr ^r H$mZyZ Ûmam
I§{S>V `m {ZîH«$` Zht {H$`m Om gH$VmŸ& {dÐmoh
AWdm AmnmVH$mb _| BZ A{YH$mam| H$mo ñW{JV
{H$`m Om gH$Vm h¡, naÝVw g_má Zht {H$`m Om
gH$VmŸ& joÌ {deof _| X§Jm hmoZo na H$â`y© bJmH$a
ZmJ[aH$m| H$s gm_mÝ` AmdmOmhr H$mo ^r
à{V~pÝYV {H$`m Om gH$Vm h¡Ÿ& g_` {deof Ho$
{bE {ZfoYmkm ^r bJmB© Om gH$Vr h¡Ÿ&
àmH¥${VH$ Am¡a Aà{VXo` A{YH$mam| H$mo _yb
A{YH$mam| _| gpå_{bV {H$`m J`m h¡ Š`m|{H$ `o
ì`{º$ Ho$ nyU© ~m¡{ÕH$, Z¡{VH$ Ed§ AÜ`mH$mamo
{dH$mg hoVw AË`ÝV Amdí`H$ h¡Ÿ& BZ A{YH$mam|
H$mo g§{dYmZ _| g_m{dï> H$aHo$ gaH$ma H$s e{º$
H$mo EH$ [ZpíMV {Xee _| gr{_V H$aZm h¡, Vm{H$
gaH$ma ZmJ[aH$m| H$s ñdVÝÌVmAm| Ho$ {déÕ
AnZr e{º$ H$m à`moJ Z H$a gHo$Ÿ& g§{dYmZ _|

Cn~pÝYV A{YH$ma h¡ - g_Vm H$m A{YH$ma,
ñdVÝÌVm H$m A{YH$ma, àmU d X¡{hV ñdVÝÌVm
H$m g§ajU, ~ÝXrH$aU Ed§ {ZamoY Ho$ {déÕ
g§{dYm{ZH$ g§ajU, emofU Ho$ {déÕ A{YH$ma,
Y_© ñdmVÝÌ` H$m A{YH$ma, g§ñH¥${V Am¡a {ejm
gå~ÝYr A{YH$ma, g§{dYm{ZH$ CnMmam| Ho$
A{YH$ma Am{X Ÿ& ^maVr` g§{dYmZ H$m AZwÀN>Xo
19 ZmJ[aH$m| H$s ñdVÝÌVmAm| H$m C„oI H$aVm
h¡Ÿ& H$moB© A{YH$ma _yb A{YH$ma h¡ AWdm Zht,
BgHo$ {bE `h Amdí`H$ Zh§r h¡ {H$ AZwÀN>oX
{deof _| CgH$m C„oI {H$`m J`m hmoŸ& {H$gr
AZwÀN>oX _| C{„{IV {H$`o {~Zm ^r dh _yb
àH¥${V CgH$s _yb àH¥${V Cgr A{YH$ma Ho$
g_mZ h¡ {OgH$m C„oI g§{dYmZ _| ñnï> én go
{H$`m J`m h¡, `Wm-AZwÀN>oX 21 _| {dXoe
^«_U, {ZewëH$ {d{YH$ ghm`Vm, erK«VanarjU, _mZd-J[a_m AWdm àog H$s ñdVÝÌVm
_yb A{YH$ma _mZo J`o h¡Ÿ& Z¡g{J©H$ Ý`m` "C{MV
à{H«$`m" H$m EH$ Amdí`H$ VËd h¡ {OgHo$ {~Zm
ì`{º$ H$mo CgH$s d¡`{º$H$ ñdmYrZVm go d§{MV
Zht {H$`m Om`oJmŸ& ~ÝXr àË`jrH$aU `m{MH$m
H$m à`moJ {H$gr ì`{º$ H$mo Ad¡Y {ZamoY go
{d_w{º$ hoVw hr Zht daZ² CgHo$ gmW H$mamJma _|
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{H$`o J`o g_ñV A_mZdr` ì`dhmam| Ho$ {déÕ
g§ajU àXmZ H$aZo Ho$ {bE {H$`m Om`oJmŸ& _yb
A{YH$ma AmË`pÝVH$ A{YH$ma Zht h¡Ÿ& BZ
A{YH$mam| Ho$ à`moJ na `w{º$ `w{º$ {Z~©ÝYZ
bJm`o Om gH$Vo h¡Ÿ& AYmo{b{IV XemAm| _|
ZmJ[aH$m| Ho$ _yb A{YH$mam| H$mo {Z~©pÝYV `m
{Zbpå~V {H$`m Om gH$Vm h¡Ÿ& à{Vajm goZm go
gå~pÝYV ì`{º$`m| Ho$ gå~ÝY _| AZwÀN>oX 33
Ho$ AÝVJ©V g§gX Zo goZm A{Y{Z`_ 1950,
dm`wgodm A{Y{Z`_ 1950 VWm Zm¡ goZm
A{Y{Z`_, 1950 H$mo nm[aV {H$`m h¡Ÿ& O~
goZm {d{Y (Martial Law) bmJy hmo-AZwÀN>Xo
34 Ho$ AÝVJ©V goZm {d{Y bmJy hmoZo na ZmJ[aH$m|
Ho$ _yb A{YH$ma ñdV: {Zb{å~V hmo OmVo h¡
VWm g¡{ZH$ Ý`m`mb` H$m`© H$aZo bJVo h¡Ÿ&
g§{dYmZ g§emoYZ Ûmam-AZwÀN>oX 368 Ho$
Cn~ÝYm| Ho$ AYrZ gaH$ma g§{dYmZ _| g_w{MV
g§emoYZ H$aHo$ _yb A{YH$mam| H$mo Ý`yZ `m N>rZ
gH$Vr h¡Ÿ& ggr àH$ma AZwÀN>Xo 352 Ho$ AÝVJ©V
`{X amï´>n{V H$mo `h g_mYmZ hmo OmE {H$ Jå^ra
AmnmV {dÚ_mZ h¡ {Oggo J¥h `m ~mh`
AmH«$_U AWdm "geó {dÐmoh' go amï´> `m
CgHo$ {H$gr joÌ _| gwajm g§H$Q> h¡ Vmo dh
AmnmVH$mb H$s KmofUm H$a gH$Vm h¡Ÿ& KmofUm
àdV©Z _| hmoZo na àXÎm _yb A{YH$ma {Zbpå~V
hmo OmVo h¡Ÿ&
g_Vm H$m A{YH$ma go VmËn`© h¡ {H$ g_mZ
n[apñW{V dmbo ì`{º$`m| Ho$ ~rM g_mZ {d{Y
hmoZo Mm{hE Am¡a g_mZ én go bmJy H$s OmZr
Mm{hE Am¡a `h {~Zm {H$gr Y_©, _ybd§e,
gån{Îm, gm_m{OH$ ñVa `m amOZr{VH$ ^oX^md
Ho$ hmoZm Mm{hEŸ& naÝVw AndmX ñdén Hw$N>

A{YH$m[a`m| H$mo {deofm{YH$ma àXmZ {H$`o J`o
h¡Ÿ& AZwÀN>Xo 361 Ho$ AÝVJ©V ^maV Ho$ amï´>n{V,
amÁ`nmbm|, bmoH$ A{YH$m[a`m|, Ý`m`mYrem| Am¡a
^yVnyd© amÁ`m| Ho$ Zaoem| H$mo Eogr {d^w{º$`m± àXmZ
H$s JB© h¡ Ÿ& g§{dYmZ Ho$ AÝVJ©V Y_©, _ybd§e,
Om{V, qbJ, OÝ_ ñWmZ Ho$ AmYma na {d^oX
H$m à{VfoY {H$`m J`m h¡Ÿ& bmoH$ godmAm| _|
Adga H$s g_mZVm, Añn¥í`Vm H$m AÝV
(AZwÀN>oX 17) VWm {~«{Q>e emgZ-H$mb _|
àM{bV gm_§Vemhr naånam H$m àVrH$ Cnm{Y`m|
H$m AÝV {deof KQ>H$ h¡Ÿ& hmbm{H$ godm `m
{dÚm gå~ÝYr Cnm{Y`m| H$mo {X`o OmZo H$s Ny>Q>
h¡Ÿ&
ñdVÝÌVm H$m A{YH$ma Ho$ AÝVJ©V g^mgå_obZ H$s ñdVÝÌVm, ^«_U H$s ñdVÝÌVm,
{Zdmg H$s ñdmVÝÌVm, d¥{Îm, CnOr{dH$m,
ì`mnma `m H$mamo~ma H$s ñdmÝÌVm, ~mobZo VWm
A{^ì`{º$ H$s ñdVÝÌVm, à¡g H$s ñdmVÝÌVm
`m OmZZo H$m A{YH$ma (Right to Know)
^mfU Ed§ A{^ì`{º$ H$s ñdVÝÌVm {díd^a
_| H$ht ^r, {~Zm nyd© AZw_{V Ho$ g_mMma/
{dMma àH$m{eV H$aZo H$m A{YH$ma gpå_{bV
h¡, {H$ÝVw ^maV `m {H$gr amÁ` H$s à^wVm Ed§
AIÊS>Vm, bmoH$ ì`dñWm, Ý`m`mb` Ad_mZ,
{dXoer amï´>m| Ho$ gmW _¡ÌrnyU© gå~ÝYm| Ho$ {hV
_|, _mZhm{Z, {eï>mMma `m gXmMma Ho$ {hV _|,
AnamY CÔrnZ Ho$ àH$aU _| Bg ñdVÝÌVm na
{Z~ÝYZ bJm`o Om gH$Vo h¡Ÿ&
X¡{hH$ ñdVÝÌVm/~ÝXrH$aU Ed§ [ZamoY Ho$ {déÕ
ñdVÝÌVm Ho$ AÝVJ©V gm_mÝ` XÊS> {d{Y `m
{ZdmaH$ {d{Y Ho$ AYrZ {JaâVma hþE ì`{º$`m|
H$mo erK«m{VerK« H$maUm| H$mo ~Vm`o OmZo H$m
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A{YH$ma, é{M Ho$ dH$sb go nam_e© d ~Mmd
H$aZo H$m A{YH$ma, 24 KÊQ>m| Ho$ ^rVa _{OñQ´>Qo >
Ho$ g_j noe {H$`o OmZo H$m A{YH$ma h¡Ÿ& eofU
Ho$ ~mao _| AZwÀN>oX 23 _mZd Xwì`m©na Am¡a
~oJma H$amZm XÊS>Zr` AnamY Kmo{fV H$aVm h¡,
{Oggo ^maVr` g_mO Ho$ Xmo ~hþV ~‹S>o H$b§H$
Zmar H«$`-{dH«$` VWm ~oJma H$m AÝV hmo J`m
h¡Ÿ& ^maV _| O_rXma, amOm Z~md, X~§J `m
g_¥Õ bmoJ H$_Omoa VWm Jar~m| go ~oJma H$amVo
Wo, CÝh| _OXyar ^r Zht XoVo WoŸ& Jar~r Ho$ H$maU
bmoJ YZ Ho$ bmbM _| _Zwî` H$m H«$`-{dH«$`
^r {H$`m H$aVo WoŸ& g§{dYm{ZH$ ì`dñWm Ho$
AÝVJ©V A~ H¡${X`m| H$mo ^r AnZo H$m_ Ho$ ~Xbo
C{MV _OXyar nmZo H$m A{YH$ma h¡Ÿ& Bgr àH$ma
14 df© go H$_ Am`w Ho$ ~mbH$m| H$mo {H$gr
H$maImZo, ImZ `m {H$gr AÝ` Omo{I_ nyU©
H$m`m] _| bJmZm XÊS>Zr` h¡Ÿ&
Y_©-ñdmVÝÌ` H$m A{YH$ma go VmËn`© h¡ {H$
àË`oH$ ì`{º$ H$mo AnZo {dídmg Ho$ AZwgma
{H$gr ^r Y_© H$mo _mZZo VWm {H$gr ^r T>§J go
B©ída H$s nyOm H$aZo H$s ñdVÝÌVm h¡ Ÿ& amï´> Ho$
Y_©-{Zanoj ñdén _| H$moB© ahñ`dmX Zht h¡Ÿ&
Y_© {ZanojVm Z B©ída {damoYr h¡ Am¡a Z B©ída
g_W©H$ Ÿ& `h ^º$, g§e`dmXr Am¡a ZmpñVH$
g^r H$mo g_mZ _mZVr h¡Ÿ& Y_© Ho$ Zm_ na gVr
àWm, Añn¥í`Vm `m _mZd H«$` {dH«$` (VWm
X{jU ^maV _| XodXmgr àWm), ~bmV² Y_©n[adV©Z, gmd©O{ZH$ ñWmZm| na IVaZmI eóm|,
H$nmbm| E§d ObVr hþB© _embm| H$mo boH$a VmÊS>d
Z¥Ë` (AmZÝX _m{J©H$`m| Ûmam), ~H$arX Ho$ ~hmZo
Jm` H$mQ>Zm {Z{fÕ h¡Ÿ& Bgr àH$ma gaH$ma H$a
Ho$ én _| EH$Ì YZ H$mo {H$gr {deof Y_© H$s
CÞ{V Ho$ {bE ì`` Zht H$a gH$VrŸ&

g_mO _| ì`dñWm ~ZmZo VWm emg{H$s`
{Z`ÝÌU ~Zm`o aIZo hoVw {d{Y`m| H$m {Z_m©U
{H$`m OmVm h¡Ÿ& AmÀN>Þ {Z`_m|/H$mZyZm| H$m
nmbZ Z H$aZo na XÊS> {_bVm h¡Ÿ& ^mar VWm
Omo{I_ `wº$ _erZar hoVw àmW{_H$Vm Ho$ {Z`_
~Zm`o OmVo h¡Ÿ& `Wm _mJ©-H«$mqgJ na aobmJ‹S>r
H$mo gX¡d àmW{_H$Vm nyd©H$ {ZH$bZo {X`o OmZo
H$m àmdYmZ {H$`m OmVm h¡Ÿ& g‹S>H$ _mJ© na A{¾
e_Z Jm‹S>r, Eå~wb|g, g¡Ý` VWm nw{bg ~b,
Ho${~ZoQ> _§Ìr, amÁ` _§Ìr, Am°Z S>`Qy >r A{YH$mar,
XyY-gãOr Ho$ dmhZ, ñHy$br ~ƒo àmW{_H$Vm
Ho$ AmYma na {ZH$mbo OmVo h¡Ÿ&
g~ gm_mÝ` {Z`_m| Ho$ AÝVJ©V à^mdr {Z`ÝÌU
AWdm JwUdÎmm àmá Z hmo Vmo {deof H$mZyZ
~ZmH$a XÊS>-ì`dñWm H$s OmVr h¡Ÿ& nr{‹S>V {d{Y
{deof H$m Adbå~ boH$a Xmofr H$mo gOm {Xbm
gH$Vm h¡Ÿ& gyMZm H$m A{YH$ma, 2005 Bgr
àH$ma H$m EH$ H$mZyZ h¡, {OgHo$ AÝVJ©V H$moB©
^r ZmJ[aH$ gyMZm àmá H$aZo H$m A{YH$mar h¡Ÿ&
{ZYm©[aV g_`md{Y Ho$ ^rVa gyMZm Z XoZo na
gå~pÝYV gyMZm A{YH$mar Am{W©H$ XÊS> H$m
^mJr hmoVm h¡Ÿ& gm§{dYm{ZH$ {ejm ì`dñWm H$s
ny{V© hoVw gaH$ma| g_`-g_` na {deof A{^`mZ
MbmH$a àmB_ar {ejm H$m à~ÝY d {dH$mg
H$m à`ËZ H$aVr ahr h¡Ÿ& gd© {ejm A{^`mZ
Ho$ ~mdOyX BgHo$ gm§{dYm{ZH$ BÀN>m H$s ny{V©
\$br^yV hmoVr ZOa Zht AmB©, Vmo gaH$ma H$mo
{deof {d{Y {ejm H$m A{YH$ma A{Y{Z`_,

2000 bmJy H$aZm n‹S>mŸ& {d{Y Ho$ AÝVJ©V 6 go
14 df© Am`w Ho$ g_ñV ~mbH$-~m{bH$m
{ZewëH$ d A{Zdm`© {ejm Ho$ A{YH$mar h¡Ÿ&
H$moB© ^r ~ƒm Bg AmYma na, n‹T>mB© go amoH$m
Zht Om gH$Vm {H$ CgHo$ nmg Amdí`H$ à_mUnÌ Zht h¡, àdoe MH«$ nyam hmo MwH$m h¡, àdoe
Q>¡ñQ> hmoZm h¡ g_ñV {ZOr {dÚmb`m| _| H$_Omoa
V~Ho$ Ho$ ~ƒm| hoVw 25% àdoe Amdí`H$ hm|Jo
{OZH$m {ejU ewëH$ amÁ` gaH$ma| dhZ H$a|JrŸ&
Zmo~b nwañH$ma àmá ~m{bH$m _bmbm `mog\$OB©
VWm H¡$bme gË`mWu Zo ^r ^maV d nm{H$ñVmZ
H$s gaH$mamom§ go AZwamoY {H$`m h¡ {H$ amï´> Ho$
{dH$mg hoVw AÝ` _Xm| _| ì`` KQ>mH$a àmW{_H$
{ejm na A{YH$ go A{YH$ ì`` {H$`m Om`oŸ&
{ZOr {dÚmb`m| Ho$ g§JR>Z Zo nV§J àmoOoŠQ> Ûmam
dm{f© H $ gå_o b Z Am`mo { OV H$a {d{Y Ho $
ì`dhm[aH$ ñdê$n na MMm©E± àmaå^ H$s h¡Ÿ&
AmJ_mr 19 {Xgå~a 2015 H$mo gå_obZ H$m
nwZ: Am`moOZ {H$`m Om ahm h¡Ÿ& Bgr àH$ma
_hmË_m Jm±Yr amï´>r` J«m_rU amoOJma JmaÝQ>r
A{Y{Z`_, 2005 (_ZaoJm) Ho$ AÝVJ©V
AHw$eb J«m_rUm| H$mo 100 {XZ H$m Ý`yZV_
amoOJma (l_) nmZo H$m A{YH$ma h¡Ÿ& Bg `moOZm
go ^maV Ho$ g~go {nN>‹S>o Am¡a J«m_rU joÌm| _|
amoOJma H$s pñW{V _| H$m\$s gwYma Am`mŸ& `moOZm
Ho$ CËH¥$ï> {H«$`mÝd`Z hoVw N>ÎmrgJ‹T> H$mo amï´>r`
nwañH$ma àXmZ {H$`m J`m h¡Ÿ& _ZaoJm H$mo
AÝVam©ï´>r` ñVa na gamhZm {_brŸ&
^maV _| godm {dVaU àUmbr AË`ÝV IoXOZH$
pñW{V _| h¡Ÿ& àË`oH$ {d^mJ ~‹S>o-~‹S>o gyMZm nQ>m|
na CËH¥$ï> godm H$m Xmdm Vmo àX{e©V H$aVm h¡Ÿ&
naÝVw godm [dVaU am_^amo go MbVm ahVm h¡Ÿ&
nyN>VmN> nQ>b, {eH$m`V {ZdmaU A{YH$mar

{Z`wº$ Vmo hmoVo h¡, naÝVw {eH$m`V gwZZo go nahoO
H$aVo h¡Ÿ& {eH$m`V XO© hmoZo Ho$ ~mdOyX `m Vmo
H$moB© H$m`©dmhr hmoVr Zhr h¡ŸAm¡a hmoVr ^r h¡ Vmo
~hþV Yr_r J{V go, bmnadmhr goŸ& {eH$m`VH$Vm©
H$mo V§J VWm hVmoËgm{hH$ {H$`m (Harras)
OmVm h¡, Y_H$s Xr OmVr h¡Ÿ& Cn^moº$m \$moa_ _|
Ý`m` àmá H$aZo _o dº$ H$m A^md Am‹S>o AmVm
h¡Ÿ&
O¡gm {H$ D$na AdJV H$am`m Om MwH$m h¡ {H$
O~ gm_mÝ` {d{Y Ho$ AÝVJ©V ì`dñWm nQ>ar
na Zht Am nmVr Vmo H$R>moa {d{Y H$m {Z_m©U
H$aZm {ddeVm h¡Ÿ& àñVm{dV g‹S>H$ gwajm
A{Y{Z`_, 2014 BgH$m Ádb§V CXhmaU h¡Ÿ&
g‹S>H$ gwajm H$mo boH$a {MpÝVV gaH$ma| VWm
Am_ OZVm gwajm H$mo boH$a Jå^ra h¡Ÿ& ^maV
_| godm {dVaU ì`dñWm BVZr bMa pñW{V _|
h¡ {H$ BgH$m| gwYmaZo hoVw H$R>moa {d{Y ~ZmZr hr
n‹S>oJrŸ& godm {dVaU ì`dñWm H$mo ^m½` na Zht
N>mS‹o >m Om gH$VmŸ& amï´> H$s CÞ{V hoVw godm {dVaU
ì`dñWm A{V Amdí`H$ h¡Ÿ&
^maVr` OrdZ ~r_m {ZJ_ _| godm {dVaU
ì`dñWm nhbo go A{YH$ gwÛ‹T> hþB© h¡Ÿ& "{ZJ_'
Zo {gQ>rOZ MmQ>©a bmJy H$a g_ñV godmAm| H$s
A{YH$V_ Ad{Y Kmo{fV H$s h¡Ÿ& Ho$ÝÐr`,
joÌr`, _ÊS>br` d emIm H$m`m©b `m| _|
{eH$m`V {ZdmaU àH$moð> H$s ñWmnZm H$s h¡Ÿ&
ZoQ>dH©$ na {eH$m`V àH$moð> ñWm{nV {H$`m h¡Ÿ&
IVRS Ho$ AÝVJ©V \$moZ Zå~a ì`dñWm H$s h¡Ÿ&
J«mhH$m|, A{^H$Vm©Am|, {dH$mg A{YH$m[a`m| hoVw
AbJ-AbJ nmoQ>b
© gw{dYm àXmZ H$s h¡Ÿ& AmO
H$moB© ^r J«mhH$ AnZo ZoQ>dH©$ na {ZJ_ H$s g_ñV
àmW{_H$ d _w»` OmZH$m[a`m± _mÌ EH$ pŠbH$
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g§ñH¥${V Am¡a {ejm g_ÝYr A{YH$ma H$m AW©
h¡ {H$ Y_© `m ^mfm na Aëng§»`H$ dJ© H$mo
AnZr é{M H$s {ejm g§ñWmAm| H$mo ñWm{nV d
à~ÝY H$aZo H$m A{YH$ma h¡Ÿ&
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na àmá H$a gH$Vm h¡Ÿ& àr{_`_ ^wJVmZ hoVw
AZoH$ {dH$ën àXmZ {H$`o J`o h¡Ÿ& Bg àH$ma
^maVr` OrdZ ~r_m {ZJ_, ^maV _| _mÌ EH$
g§ñWmZ h¡ Omo godm {dVaU _| gdm}ËH¥$ï> ñWmZ
aIVm h¡Ÿ&
AÝ` ~r_m g§ñWmZAm| _| godm {dVaU H$s
ì`dñWm ì`dhm[aH$ én go Eogr Zht h¡ {H$ Cgo
~r_m CÚmoJ H$s CÞ{V _| n`m©á g_Pm Om gHo$Ÿ&
àñVmd ny[aV hmoZo Ho$ níMmV nm{bgr-àboI
(Policy Bond) `Wm erK« nm{bgr YmaH$ H$mo
àmá hmo OmZm Mm{hE O~{H$ AZoH$ ~r_m g§ñWmZ
`h godm Xoar go nyar H$aVo h¡Ÿ& BgH$m à_I H$maU
h¡ {H$ ~r_m A{^H$Vm© Ûmam gQ>rH$ nm{bgr
`moOZm H$m {dH«$` Z {H$`m OmZmŸ& gm_mÝ`~r_m g§ñWmZ Ho$ gå~ÝY _| Vmo `hm± VH$ gwZZo _|
AmVm h¡ {H$ do àr{_`_ agrX Omar H$aHo$ hr
AnZo H$Îm©ì` H$s B{Vlr H$a XoVo h¡Ÿ& XwK©Q>Zm

hmoZo na Xmdm àñVwV H$aZo hoVw nm{bgr àboI
Ho$ Z àmá hmoZo H$s pñW{V _| nm{bgr YmaH$ H$mo
AZmdí`H$ én go H${R>ZmB© CR>mZr n‹S>Vr h¡Ÿ&
AÝ` godmAm| O¡go nm{bgr F$U, Zm_m§H$Z,
g_Zw X o e Z, nVm n[adV© Z , ^w J VmZ {d{Y
n[adV©Z, nwZM©bZ _| ^r Hw$N> ~r_m g§ñWmZ
AZmdí`H$ H$moVmhr ~aV ahr h¡Ÿ&
AmO ^r Xoe _| 70 à{VeV _| A{YH$ ~r_m
`mo½` ì`{º$ ~r_m g§ajU go d§{MV h¡Ÿ& ~r_m
CÚmoJ Ho$ {dñVma d {dH$mg Ho$ {bE {dXoer
~r_m H$ån{Z`m| Ho$ gh`moJ go AZoH$ {ZOr ~r_m
H$ån{Z`m| H$mo ^maV _| ~r_m ì`dgm` H$aZo H$s
Ny>Q> àXmZ H$s JB© h¡Ÿ& {\$a ^r ~r_m godm {dVaU
_| Ano{jV gwYma A^r VH$ Zht hþAm h¡Ÿ& BZ
n[apñW{V`m| Ho$ AmbmoH$ _| A~ `h dº$ H$m
VH$mOm h¡ {H$ {deof {d{Y ì`dñVm H$aHo$ godm
{dVaU ì`dñWm _| H$R>moa {ZU©` {b`o Om`oŸ&

We welcome readers
experiences. Tell us about the
good and the bad you have
gone through and your
suggestions.
Your insights are valuable to
the industry.
Help us see where we are
going.
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GOO
Send your articles to:
Consultant (Communication), IRDAI of India Journal,
Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority of India,
Parishram Bhavan, 3rd Floor, Basheer Bagh,
Hyderabad-500 004.
or e-mail us at IRDAIjournal@IRDAI.gov.in
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~r_m godmAm| H$m g_` na {dVaU

XmpÊS>H$ ì`dñWm H$s Om`o Vm{H$ ~r_m godm
{dVaU Cg _mZH$ na nhþ±M Om`o {OgH$s amï´>
d {díd H$mo Anojm h¡Ÿ&
BZ Cnm`m| go {ZpíMV én go ~r_m CÚmoJ na
gH$mamË_H$ à^md n‹S>Jm, ~r_m godm {dVaU
Cƒ H$mo{Q> H$m hmoJmŸ& ~r_m CÚmoJ Ho$ {dH$mg
na amï´> H$s Am{W©H$ pñW{V ^r gwÑ‹T> hmoJr Š`m§o
{H$ ~r_m g§ñWmZm| go XrK©H$m{bH$ H$mof gwÑ‹T>
hmoVo h¡ VWm amï´> H$s àJ{V hoVw XrK©H$m{bH$
`moOZmAm| H$mo _yV©én àXmZ H$aZo _| AË`ÝV
gw{dYm hmoVr h¡Ÿ& _Ü` àXoe VWm _hmamï´> àXoem|
H$s gaH$mam| Zo AnZo `hm§ Bg gå~ÝY _| {dYo`H$
nm[aV ^r H$a {X`m h¡Ÿ& A~ XoIZm h¡ {H$ ^maV
gaH$ma Bg Amoa AnZm H$X_ H$~ ~‹T>m`oJrŸ&
JmonrMÝX ~reZmoB©, C.lo.gm. (àem.)
^maVr` OrdZ ~r_m {ZJ_, _moXrnwa_
emIm

=-_

__JI

Snapshot of Life Insurance Industry as at 31.08.2015
The Life Insurance Sector procured
Rs. 45871.05 crore First Year
Premium with a growth of 13.83%
as at the end of 31st August, 2015.
LIC procured Rs 32436.90 Cr with a
growth of 9.19% where as Private
Sector procured Rs 13434.15 Cr
posting a growth of 26.87%. Private
sector experienced a growth in both
Individual NB and Group NB where
as LIC shown a growth in Group NB
and decline in Individual NB. The
number of individual policies has
shown a growth of 15.51% by public
sector and 8.59% by private sector
and a overall growth of 13.85% at
the industry level. The number of
lives covered under Group policies
has shown a growth by 39.74% at
the industry level.

of individual pension premium out
of the total pension premium
remains at just around 2.2%.

ULIP business has shown a growth
of 64.15% up to the period ended
31st August, 2015 compared to the
corresponding previous period. The
Life Insurance Industry has procured
Linked Premium of Rs.5634.18 crore
as at 31st August, 2015 as against
Rs. 3432.42 crore for the same
corresponding period of previous
year. This entire growth may be
attributed to the Private Sector
(growth of 63.90%) while LICI has a
marginal business of Rs. 9.29 crore
with 1501.72% growth against the
nil business in previous year
corresponding period.

The Life Insurance Industry has
procured Linked Premium of
Rs.5634.18 crore as at 31st August,
2015 as against Rs.3432.42 crore for
the same corresponding period of

(* Source data is from Life Council’s
MIS for the month of August, 2015)
Analysis of ULIP business:

First Year Pr,emium

LIC’s Premium is Rs.9.29 crore (PY
Rs.0.58 crore), an increase of
1501.72%.
Private players have collected
linked Premium of Rs.5624.88 crore
(PY Rs.3431.84 crore), an increase
of 63.90%.
Analysis of Traditional Business:
The Life Insurance Industry has
procured Non-Linked Premium of
Rs.40236.87 crore as at 31st August,
2015 as against Rs.36864.11 crore
for the same corresponding period
of previous year. It shows a growth
of 9.15%.
LIC’s Premium is Rs.32427.60 crore
(PY Rs. 29706.92 crore), a growth
of 9.16%.
Private players have collected Nonlinked Premium of Rs.7809.27 crore
(PY Rs.7157.19 crore), an increase
of 9.11%.

- UUP vs TRD
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The share of Pension (33.46%) and
Health (0.15%) segments has shown
growth where as Life (59.39%) and
Annuity (7.01%) segments have
shown a decline when compared to
last year’s performance. The
individual pension business shows a
decline both in terms of number of
policies and premium. Group
Pension premium has a growth of
18.45% for private sector and
28.63% for LICI. However, the share

The number of individual agents* in
life insurance sector stood at
20,32,420 with a net reduction of
35,416 (1.7%) for the period. There
is a net addition of 7975 (0.9%)
agents in private sector which has
ended up with a total of 9,12,207
agents while there is a net reduction
of 43,391 (3.7%) in case of LIC
which closed the month of August
2015 with a total of 11,20,213
individual agents.

previous year. It shows an increase
of 64.15%.
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FIRST YEAR PREMIUM OF LIFE INSURERS FOR THE QUARTER SEPTEMBER 2015
INDIVIDUAL SINGLE PREMIUM (INCLUDING RURAL & SOCIAL)
Sl.
No.

1

2

3

4

A.
1

2

3

4

IRDAII
IRDAI journal
journalOctober
August 2015
2015

POLICIES

PREMIUM

SUM ASSURED

Sept, 2014

Sept, 2015

Sept, 2014

Sept, 2015

Sept, 2014

Sept, 2015

Non linked*
Life
with profit
without profit

6013.03
69.30

3072.15
45.00

727425
70449

378106
121290

11829.16
590.49

10089.44
1024.58

General Annuity
with profit
without profit

0.00
1065.60

0.00
1108.69

0
26428

0
25286

0.00
81.37

0.00
61.15

Pension
with profit
without profit

16.39
74.59

14.91
37.37

476
153

363
104

23.86
0.15

22.51
0.13

Health
with profit
without profit

0.00
0.78

0.00
0.03

0
248

0
8

0.00
14.55

0.00
0.21

7239.69

4278.14

825179

525157

12539.57

11198.02

0.00
438.88

0.00
678.01

0
18455

0
30303

0.00
551.45

0.00
1214.26

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0
0

0
0

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

Pension
with profit
without profit

0.00
23.75

0.00
44.46

0
105

0
300

0.00
5.66

0.00
22.22

Health
with profit
without profit

0.00
-0.01

0.00
0.00

0
-2

0
0

0.00
-0.05

0.00
0.00

462.61

722.47

18558

30603

557.07

1236.48

7702.31

5000.60

843737

555760

13096.64

12434.50

0.01
0.16
0.01
2.28
2.46

0.00
0.22
0.00
2.23
2.45

6
875
8
0
889

3
1208
3
0
1214

0.11
32.89
-0.14
2.89
35.75

0.66
49.47
0.04
2.62
52.78

0.00
0.09
0.00
0.00
0.09
2.55

0.00
0.12
0.00
0.00
0.12
2.58

0
1872
0
0
1872
2761

-1
2062
0
0
2061
3275

0.00
92.87
0.00
0.00
92.87
128.62

-0.01
124.55
0.00
0.00
124.54
177.32

7704.86

5003.18

843737

555760

13225.26

12611.83

Sub total
Linked*
Life
with profit
without profit
General Annuity
with profit
without profit

B.

Sub total

C.

Total (A+B)

1
2
3
4
E.
F.

Riders:
Non linked
Health#
Accident##
Term
Others
Sub total
Linked
Health#
Accident##
Term
Others
Sub total
Total (D+E)

G.

**Grand Total (C+F)

1
2
3
4
D.

46

PARTICULARS

(` in Crores)

* Excluding rider figures.
** for policies Grand Total is C.
# All riders related to critical illness benefit, hospitalisation benefit and medical treatment.
## Disability related riders.
The premium is actual amount received and not annualised premium.
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FIRST YEAR PREMIUM OF LIFE INSURERS FOR THE QUARTER ENDED SEPTEMBER 2015
INDIVIDUAL NON - SINGLE PREMIUM (INCLUDING RURAL & SOCIAL)

1

2

3

4

A.
1

2

3

4

PARTICULARS

SUM ASSURED

Sept, 2014

Sept, 2015

Sept, 2014

Sept, 2015

Sept, 2014

Sept, 2015

11307.86
1415.16

10554.86
1520.34

7189657
968679

8220480
879780

136967.84
108664.06

162840.15
116306.29

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0
0

0
0

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

Pension
with profit
without profit

62.67
46.49

66.95
26.80

17143
5229

15269
2915

946.30
109.17

986.74
83.36

Health
with profit
without profit

0.00
42.84

0.00
84.90

0
82294

0
174133

0.00
1103.87

0.00
8662.63

12875.02

12253.85

8263002

9292577

247791.25

288879.17

0.09
3099.63

0.00
4041.83

0
425884

0
512088

0.00
33594.70

0.00
43656.17

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0
0

0
0

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

Pension
with profit
without profit

0.00
213.34

0.00
227.81

0
16963

0
15627

0.00
47.31

0.00
46.32

Health
with profit
without profit

0.00
0.48

0.00
-0.05

0
-60

0
-20

0.00
-0.54

0.00
-0.26

3313.53

4269.58

442787

527695

33641.47

43702.23

16188.56

16523.44

8705789

9820272

281432.72

332581.40

2.99
5.85
2.91
0.92
12.67

2.76
6.70
2.56
1.51
13.54

32622
342199
17197
4366
396384

25252
333066
24820
18097
401235

330.39
15429.02
356.54
5.05
16121.00

522.54
15390.97
557.47
53.53
16524.50

0.03
0.71
0.00
0.20
0.94
13.61

0.02
0.62
0.00
0.37
1.02
14.55

-8
31771
0
5203
36966
433350

-6
24314
-15
5590
29883
431118

-2.70
1464.80
-1.04
25.81
1486.88
17607.88

0.35
1368.02
-1.50
32.59
1399.46
17923.96

16202.17

16537.99

8705789

9820272

299040.59

350505.37

Non linked*
Life
with profit
without profit
General Annuity
with profit
without profit

Sub total
Linked*
Life
with profit
without profit
General Annuity
with profit
without profit

B.

Sub total

C.

Total (A+B)

1
2
3
4
E.
F.

Riders:
Non linked
Health#
Accident##
Term
Others
Sub total
Linked
Health#
Accident##
Term
Others
Sub total
Total (D+E)

G.

**Grand Total (C+F)

1
2
3
4
D.

POLICIES

PREMIUM

* Excluding rider figures.
** for policies Grand Total is C.
# All riders related to critical illness benefit, hospitalisation benefit and medical treatment.
## Disability related riders.
The premium is actual amount received and not annualised premium.
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Sl.
No.

(` in Crores)
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FIRST YEAR PREMIUM OF LIFE INSURERS FOR THE QUARTER ENDED SEPTEMBER 2015
GROUP SINGLE PREMIUM (INCLUDING RURAL & SOCIAL)
Sl.
No.
1
a)

b)

c)

d)

2

3

4

A.
1
a)

b)

c)

d)

2

3

4

B.
C.

IRDAII journal October 2015

1
2
3
4
D.

48

1
2
3
4
E.
F.
G.

PARTICULARS

No. of Schemes

Premium

(` in Crores)

Lives Covered

Sum Assured

Sept, 2014 Sept, 2015 Sept, 2014 Sept, 2015 Sept, 2014 Sept, 2015 Sept, 2014 Sept, 2015
Non linked*
Life
Group Gratuity Schemes
with profit
without profit
Group Savings Linked Schemes
with profit
without profit
EDLI
with profit
without profit
Others
with profit
without profit
General Annuity
with profit
without profit
Pension
with profit
without profit
Health
with profit
without profit
Sub total
Linked*
Life
Group Gratuity Schemes
with profit
without profit
Group Savings Linked Schemes
with profit
without profit
EDLI
with profit
without profit
Others
with profit
without profit
General Annuity
with profit
without profit
Pension
with profit
without profit
Health
with profit
without profit
Sub total
Total (A+B)
Riders:
Non linked
Health#
Accident##
Term
Others
Sub total
Linked
Health#
Accident##
Term
Others
Sub total
Total (D+E)
**Grand Total (C+F)

62.10
4798.84

15.59
6884.10

13
54

3
45

0
93578

0
151971

0.00
170.94

0.00
123.02

0.00
6.49

0.00
-0.16

0
0

0
0

0
244

0
2

0.00
1.35

0.00
0.00

0.00
1.65

0.00
16.03

0
34

0
46

0
119313

0
228336

0.00
2265.62

0.00
8329.82

3.30
2662.36

8.90
3384.31

2
614

0
783

0
6738499

0
13557186

0.00
138096.64

0.00
243841.36

0.00
2357.39

0.00
2869.44

0
14

0
3

0
74548

0
137007

0.00
10.55

0.00
10.21

316.75
10793.59

185.83
16230.22

2
14

2
10

121
39293

17
16803

0.00
221.40

0.00
97.44

0.00
0.00
21002.47

0.00
0.00
29594.26

0
0
747

0
0
892

0
0
7065596

0
0
14091322

0.00
0.00
140766.50

0.00
0.00
252401.86

0.00
212.07

0.00
1059.30

0
20

0
32

0
31078

0
63385

0.00
4.21

0.00
6.34

0.00
11.39

0.00
-0.27

0
0

0
0

0
106

0
0

0.00
15.11

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
99.65

0.00
317.46

0
33

0
25

0
21277

0
48742

0.00
210.29

0.00
203.17

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
212.75

0.00
321.52

0
11

0
6

0
5133

0
9307

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
535.85
21538.32

0.00
0.00
1698.02
31292.28

0
0
64
811

0
0
63
955

0
0
57594
7123190

0
0
121434
14212756

0.00
0.00
229.61
140996.10

0.00
0.00
209.51
252611.37

3.36
4.13
0.00
0.00
7.49

4.85
17.11
0.00
0.00
21.96

30
54
0
0
84

31
49
0
0
80

6711
43621
0
0
50332

7895
237887
0
0
245782

640.02
3423.62
0.00
0.00
4063.64

805.82
7165.92
0.00
0.00
7971.74

0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
7.50
21545.82

0.00
0.01
0.00
0.00
0.01
21.98
31314.25

0
0
0
0
0
84
811

0
0
0
0
0
80
955

0
0
0
0
0
50332
7123190

0
0
0
0
0
245782
14212756

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
4063.64
145059.75

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7971.74
260583.11

* Excluding rider figures.
** for no.of schemes & lives covered Grand Total is C.
# All riders related to critical illness benefit, hospitalisation benefit and medical treatment.
## Disability related riders.
The premium is actual amount received and not annualised premium.
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FIRST YEAR PREMIUM OF LIFE INSURERS FOR THE QUARTER ENDED SEPTEMBER 2015
GROUP NEW BUSINESS-NON-SINGLE PREMIUM (INCLUDING RURAL & SOCIAL)

1
a)

b)

c)

d)

2

3

4

A.
1
a)

b)

c)

d)

2

3

4

B.
C.

1
2
3
4
D.
1
2
3
4
E.
F.
G.
*
**
#
##

PARTICULARS

No. of Schemes

Premium
Sept, 2014 Sept, 2015

Non linked*
Life
Group Gratuity Schemes
with profit
without profit
Group Savings Linked Schemes
with profit
without profit
EDLI
with profit
without profit
Others
with profit
without profit
General Annuity
with profit
without profit
Pension
with profit
without profit
Health
with profit
without profit
Sub total
Linked*
Life
Group Gratuity Schemes
with profit
without profit
Group Savings Linked Schemes
with profit
without profit
EDLI
with profit
without profit
Others
with profit
without profit
General Annuity
with profit
without profit
Pension
with profit
without profit
Health
with profit
without profit
Sub total
Total (A+B)
Riders:
Non linked
Health#
Accident##
Term
Others
Sub total
Linked
Health#
Accident##
Term
Others
Sub total
Total (D+E)
**Grand Total (C+F)

Sept,2014

Lives Covered

Sum Assured

Sept, 2015 Sept, 2014 Sept, 2015 Sept, 2014 Sept, 2015

0.00
730.20

0.00
332.15

0
2109

0
1676

0
553466

0
1344283

0.00
5714.98

0.00
5885.05

0.84
50.07

0.20
7.65

0
0

0
0

-4
91527

-3
-38

-0.05
3206.82

-0.15
-1.18

0.00
12.28

0.00
27.54

0
218

0
255

0
741782

0
1092389

0.00
13845.77

0.00
39746.04

0.00
835.95

0.00
1403.72

0
16575

0
13600

0
44820579

21315
67285948

0.00
411832.47

-89.57
909549.57

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
1807.22

0.00
741.32

0
212

0
136

0
195493

0
454940

0.00
64.74

0.00
24.52

0.00
0.00
3436.56

0.00
0.00
2512.58

0
0
19114

0
0
15667

0
0
46402843

0
0
70198834

0.00
0.00
434664.71

0.00
0.00
955114.30

0.00
266.31

0.00
860.82

0
143

0
173

0
152844

0
278564

0.00
256.05

0.00
666.20

0.00
1.03

0.00
1.76

0
16

0
14

0
129168

0
45035

0.00
428.85

0.00
4.50

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
8.77

0.00
7.21

0
0

0
3

0
4

0
-274

0.00
0.00

0.00
3.74

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.00
6.80

0.00
41.32

0
16

0
24

0
2119

0
4513

0.00
7.44

0.00
7.13

0.00
0.00
282.91
3719.48

0.00
0.00
911.11
3423.69

0
0
175
19289

0
0
214
15881

0
0
284135
46686978

0
0
327838
70526672

0.00
0.00
692.35
435357.06

0.00
0.00
681.58
955795.87

4.43
0.88
0.50
0.04
5.85

5.74
1.50
0.02
0.03
7.29

102
91
0
1
194

115
43
0
1
159

174730
20469
3664
-22
198841

252281
59189
3729
1784
316983

22389.47
1158.99
227.35
-11.14
23764.68

31815.02
6264.24
159.69
1048.32
39287.27

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
5.85
3725.32

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
7.29
3430.98

0
0
0
0
0
194
19289

0
0
0
0
0
159
15881

0
0
0
0
0
198841
46686978

0
0
0
0
0
316983
70526672

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
23764.68
459121.74

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
39287.27
995083.14

Excluding rider figures.
for no.of schemes & lives covered Grand Total is C.
All riders related to critical illness benefit, hospitalisation benefit and medical treatment.
Disability related riders.
The premium is actual amount received and not annualised premium.
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Sl.
No.

(` in Crores)
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STATISTICS NON-LIFE INSURANCE

Report Card : General

Gross Premium underwritten for and up to the month of August, 2015
(%)

(` in Crores)

AUGUST

INSURER

Royal Sundaram
Tata-AIG
Reliance General
IFFCO-Tokio
ICICI-lombard
Bajaj Allianz
HDFC ERGO General
Cholamandalam
Future Generali
Universal Sompo
Shriram General
Bharti AXA General
Raheja QBE
SBI General
L&T General
Magma HDI
Liberty
Star Health & Allied Insurance
Apollo MUNICH
Max BUPA
Religare
Cigna TTK
New India
National
United India
Oriental
ECGC
AIC
PRIVATE TOTAL
PUBLIC TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

APRIL-AUGUST

2015-16

2014-15*

2015-16

120.36
238.43
210.13
274.82
602.91
447.53
269.02
179.83
109.91
49.45
129.87
101.48
1.96
127.05
28.13
27.06
27.99
145.03
67.82
34.68
35.79
8.13
1,019.02
859.66
871.23
570.97
49.82
958.80
3,237.38
4,329.50
7,566.88

118.43
187.79
205.04
206.55
516.61
503.18
280.80
172.65
107.43
43.37
119.35
100.23
1.52
120.49
22.01
33.08
18.13
109.18
47.93
27.32
19.87
0.88
897.37
807.11
814.65
530.65
55.69
529.40
2,961.85
3,634.86
6,596.71

666.58
1,346.40
1,269.67
1,492.42
3,366.86
2,214.49
1,332.96
861.87
651.28
313.88
650.17
553.52
11.19
655.32
168.54
158.61
176.46
666.49
294.72
172.14
195.53
29.27
6,307.58
4,976.09
5,161.31
3,440.65
480.47
1,323.12
17,248.37
21,689.21
38,937.57

2014-15*

GROWTH OVER THE
CORRESPONDENCE
PREVIOUS YEAR

647.61
1,117.98
1,204.72
1,300.85
2,842.95
2,114.90
1,290.85
807.86
584.14
257.90
590.48
651.66
9.18
535.75
117.96
171.16
105.85
501.66
232.08
128.72
90.57
2.58
5,487.52
4,550.17
4,647.81
3,190.37
477.30
784.99
15,307.41
19,138.16
34,445.57

2.93
20.43
5.39
14.73
18.43
4.71
3.26
6.68
11.49
21.70
10.11
-15.06
21.93
22.32
42.89
-7.33
66.70
32.86
26.99
33.73
115.89
1,032.63
14.94
9.36
11.05
7.84
0.66
68.55
12.68
13.33
13.04

Note: Compiled on the basis of data submitted by the Insurance companies
* Figures revised by insurance companies
Premium underwritten by non-life insurers up to the month of August, 2015
84,732
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* Compiled on the basis of data submitted by the Insurance companies
The total bar in the above chart represents the business figures of the entire financial year
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IRDA CAUTIONS PUBLIC AGAINST SPURIOUS CALLS AND FICTITIOUS OFFERS

Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority (IRDA) has been receiving complaints,
through email/letters and in its Integrated Grievance Management System, from members
of public informing the Authority that they are receiving spurious calls from unidentified
persons:
• Claiming to be representatives of IRDA and offering insurance policies of different
insurance companies with various benefits.
• Claiming that IRDA is distributing bonus to insurance policyholders out of the funds
invested by insurance companies with IROA.
• Claiming that the policyholder would receive bonuses being distributed by IRDA if they
purchase an insurance policy and wait for a few months after which the bonus would be
released by IRDA.
•

Advising customers to subscribe to fresh policy after surrender of the existing policy
and wait for a few months after which the fresh policy would be entitled for additional
enhanced returns I benefits.

• Informing that 'Survival Benefit or Maturity Proceeds or Bonus' is due under their
existing policy and Investing in a new insurance policy is mandatory to receive the
amounts which are due.
• Advising public to invest in insurance policies to avail gifts, promotional offers, interest
free loans, or setting up of Telecom towers or other such offers.
The general public is hereby informed that IROA is a regulatory body established by an Act
of Parliament, I.e. the Insurance Regulatory and Development Authority Act 1999, 10
protect the interests of the policyholders, 10 regulate, promote and ensure orderly growth
of the insurance industry and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.
Further, IRDA informs the members of public that:
•

IRDA does not involve directly or through any representative in sale of any kind of
insurance or financial products.

•

IRDA does not invest the premium received by insurance companies.

•

IRDA does not announce any bonus for policyholders or Insurers.

•

Any person making any kind of transaction with such individuals/agents will be doing
the same at his own risk.

IROA hereby urges the public to remain alert and not to fall prey to frauds or scams
perpetrated by miscreants who impersonate to be employees I officers of IRDA or other
insurance companies.
If any member of the public notices such instances, he or she may lodge a police
complaint, along with the details of the caller and telephone number from which the call
was received, in the local police station
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A pubrtc awaren8S$ initiative b)r'

BEWARE OF FAKE TELEPHONE CALLS

IRDAI Kisi Bhi Tarah Ki
Telephone Calls Nahi Karta, Aise Fraud Calls Se
Raho Hoshiyaar, Police Mein Karo F.I.R.

I.R.D.A of India:
•

Never sells any insurance or financial products

•

Never invests the premium of insurance companies

•

Never endorse any bonuses

Report the name, phone number and other details of such
callers to your nearest Police Station.
A public awareness initiative by
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INSURANCE REGULATORY AND
ildai DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY OF INDIA
Promoting Insurance. Protecting Insured.

www.irda.gov.in
Head Offlc:41 • Parishram Bhavan, 3rd Floor,
Basheerbagh, Hyderabad- 500004. India.

www.pollcyholder.gov.in
Delhl Office • Gate No. 3, Jeevan Tara Building,
First Floor, Sansad Marg, New Delhi-110001

